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INTRoDUCTION · 
This ,thesis is baaed upon a study of the larger springs 
of tlle Ozark Region of Missouri and is designed to answer many re-· ' 
quests for information about the large springs. 
Special studies were made to determine the probable 
location and approximate area of the drainage areas o~ the large 
springs (previous writers have referred to the drainage areas as 
being 11very large" ,or "enormous"} apparently, without s:n,y very 
definite idea as to the extent or the drainage areas). The _ average 
run-off ~r square mile from the assumed drainage area, here in call-
___., 
ed the "spring factor", was determined for the largest springs. 
. A special study was made of the stream piracy from the 
Meramee and Black River Basins by large springs in the Current 
River Basin. It is · the Author's belief' that approximately one 
hundred and . thirty- square miles of drainage area assigned to the 
I 
I 
Meramee Basin, and approximately sixty square miles of drainage 
area assigned to the Blaek River Basin should be assigned to the 
Current River drainage area. 
The main body of the thesis is made up of the descr:ip-
tions or the various springs, with descriptions 9f the probable 
location, nature or, and extent of the drainage area of each of the 
larger springs. 
DEFINIT_I_Q.N OF TERMS 
The volume of water flow in a stream -- the "run-of"f" 
or "discharge" -- is expressed in various terms each or which has 
become associated with a certain class of work. These terms may 
be divided into two groups --- (1) those that represent a rate of 
:flow, as second-feet, gallons per minute, miner's inches, and dis-
charge in second-feet per square mile, and (2) those that represent 
the actual quantity of water, as run-orr in inches, acre-feet, and 
millions or cubic feet. . The principal terms used in this report 
are "second-feet" or 11 (c.£.s.)", "second-feet per square mile", 
"run-orr in inches" and "acre-feet". They may be defined as 
follows: 
0 Second-feet" is an abbreviation for "cubic-feet per 
second" 11 (c.r.s.)" • . A second-.foot is the rate of discharge o:f water 
:flowing in a channel of rectangular cross section l . foot wide and. 1 
foot ·deep at a velocity of. 1 foot per secqnd. It is generally used 
as a fundamental unit from which others are computed. 
"Second-feet per square mile" is the average number or· 
cubic feet of water flowing per second from each square mile of area 
drained, on the assumption that the run-off is distributed uniformly 
both as to time and area. 
"Run-off in inches" is the depth to which an area would 
be covered if all the water flowin& from it in a given period were 
uniformly distributed on the surface. It is used for comparing 
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run-oft with rainfall, whiah is uAually expressed in inches. 
An "acre-foot", equivalent to 45,560 cubie feet ia the 
quantityrequired to cover an acre to the depth of one foot. The 
term is commonly used in connection with storage reservoirs. 
The following terms not in common use are here defined: 
"Effective drainage area" is the ef'.fective area supply-
ing water to a spring or group o.f springs. It iB used to compare 
subsurface drainage areas with similar surface drainage areas, on 
the assumption that both areas have equal run-off properties. 
The term "spring factor" is used to denote the run-off 
per square mile from the springs assumed drainage area. 
5 
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FACTORS AFFECTING SURF~CE & UNDERGROUND FLOW 
The principal £actors which a£fect surface flow, and 
ground water percolation, are precipitation, evaporation, vegetation, 
topography and geology. 
Precipitation is the source or all stream and underground 
flow. The mean annual precipitation for the State o£ Missouri and 
:for the three climatological sections o:f the State .fbr the years 
1922-1956 and that ror the period 1888 to 1956 are shown in table 
1, the basic data being compiled from the climatological data fur-
nished in the yearly summary for 1956 by the United States Weather 
Bureau. ~he mean annual precipitation (1898-1952) for the different 
parts of the State is shown on the map on P1ate 1. 
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¥EAN ANNUAL PRECIPITATION, IN INCHES, FOR MISSOURI 
. • 4 
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RELATION OF RAINFALL TO . -RUN-OFF 
It is the winter ~~d spring rains that most largly supp!y 
the rivers and ground waters and raise the -water table. The rain 
£alling in the summer months, when vegetation is us~ng a maximlli~ o£ 
water and evaporation is rapid, is o£ little value ior supplying 
wat~r to the streams.! 
The discharge o£ all of the large springs in the Ozark 
Region is markedly increased after heavy rains, although the range 
8 
is jiluch smaller than that of surface streams. The springs discP..arge 
their w~t~r much uore uniformly over the year then do Sl~face streams. 
Over the ii£teen year period of record at Greer Spring 
the maximura flo~ exceeds the avcr&ge flow by only 260%. 
Over half of the miscellaneous d.ischerge meas~ements o£ 
spri~gs were taken during the months of August and October. It is 
well to note that as a usual practice the springs ~e measured 
during years of very little rainfall, so that the discharge measurements 
usually represent the minimum flofi of the springs. 
During "~•et" years· the run-off of sur£&ce strc~ms will 
probably be greater per square mile than that of the springs due to 
the fact that during seasons of heavy precipitation the surface streams 
-carry the water away vd.th great rapidity. While the springsincrease in 
1 Turnea.vure & Russel "Public Water Supply page 45 
di8charge, the rluctuations are not nearly so great as those o£ 
surrace streams. 
It is not uncommon for a surface stre&m of comparatively 
small drainage area, to have a very low flo~ for a long period or 
time; then, due to heavy rains on the water shed, to have a dis-
charge so great that the river benks are over £lowed; and then, 
almost es suddenly, to drop back to a very low ~low. A good example 
of this is shown on the Cuivre River near Troy, Miesouri, Jhere, 
in the month of March 1925, the maximum discharec exceeded the minimum 
by 58,000%. 
The daily discharge of the Cuivre River for the months of 
Oct. s.nd Dec. 1922 and March 1925, are shown in table 2, · while the 
hydraulic de.ta for the hydr~ .. ulic ye&r i~ shov.-n in table 3. 
The draine.ge nrec. above the gage near Troy ie 908 S':.luare 
uiles. 
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Oct. 1922 Dec. 1922 Mar. 1925 
Day Jlonth Month Month 
& Year & Year & Year 
-1 7 21 58 
2 6 12 48 
5 6 9 60 
4 6 7 159 
5 6 6 499 
6 . 5540 5 945 
7 5660 2820 1,490 
8 1090 1140 695 
9 655 855 595 
10 177 499 505 
11 85 177 615 
12 64 148 22,000 
lZ· 46 _ 121 4~740 
14 42 88 1,190 
15. 40 62 5,140 
16 55 52 6~500 
17 52 42 1,720 
18 21 26 980 
19 20 25 615 
20 18 25 465 
21 16 52 412 
22 16 27 ~65 
25 15 26 289 
24 14 25 249 
25 15 25 256 
26 15 26 199 
27 12 27 167 
28 11 24 157 
29 11 25 159 
50 10 22 159 
51 10 46 114 
Table 2 
Daily Discharge of Cuivre River for the Months of Oct., 
and Dec. 1922, and March 1925 
10 
11 
Discharge in Second-feet 
Month Run-off Per Sq. in 1922-25 :Maximum Minimum Mean Jfile Inches 
Oct. 5,540 6 571 .409 .47 
Nov. 1,040 24 196 .716 .24 
Dec. 2,820 5 208 .229 .26 
Jan. 499 50 85.4 .094 .11 
Feb. 1,090 25 162 .178 .19 
Mar. ·22,000 48 1580 1.74 2.01 
Apr. 2,260 74 570 .407 .45 
May 855 56 121 .135 .15 
June 5,060 26 279 .307 .54 
July 615- 10 105 .115 .15 
Aug. 18,000 10 1990 2.19 2.52 
Sept. 2,660 50 255 .259 .29 
The 22,000 5 475 .525 7.16 Year 
Table 5 
Hydraulic Data on Cuivre River for Hydraulic year 1925 
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GEOLOGY OF THE OZARK REGION 
The Ozark Region is essentially a structural dome with 
a northeast - southwest elongation and is thought to resemble some-
what a mammoth wash board with the corrigations roughly paralleling 
the main uplift. 
The Ozark-St. Francis dome varies greatly in altitude 
and geology. The St. Francis Mountains are made up of algonkian 
granite and hard impervious igneous rocks known as porphyry, and 
reach a maximum altitude of about 1800 £eet above mean sea level. 
The greater portion of the Ozark Begion is underlain by 
cambrian and ordorician age rocks and consists chiefly of alternate 
layers of cherty.dolometic rocks of limestone, and sandstone. 
The rocks dip gently in every direction from the elongated 
axis. Erosion has cut deep valleys, especially on the eastern side. 
The two highest peaks are 11Taum Sauk" (elev. 1800 feet 
above mean sea level) in the St. Francis Mountains and Cedar Gap 
in Wright County (elev. 1700 feet above mean sea level). 
Structurally this area is somewhat complex, divergent 
anticlines merging into the main fold. There is strong evidence 
of two distinct periods of elevation.1 
This is preeminently a district of great springs and 
caverns. In the St. Francis region however springs in the crystaJ-
1 Shephard, E. M., Underground Waters of Eastern United States 
U. S. Geological Survey W. SP 114 page 216-17 
line rocks are extremely rare. The most prominent water bearing 
horizon, in the Ozark Region, is the Gasconade limestone (third 
magnesium). This formation has a maximum thickness of 500 feet 
is frequently cavernous, and some of the largest springs in the 
country flow from it. 
Me Queen1 estimates that 80% of the springs in the Ozark 
Region flow from this formation. 
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As woUld be expected, great caves and enormous sink holes 
abound, the latter marking the course of underground channels. "Grand 
Gulf11 is a large sink hole ! mi~e long and 200 feet deep. From the 
bottom of this chasm a cave leads into a more recent channel exposing 
the stream;· which flows out as Mammoth Spring. 
The springs that are described, with the exception of 
Meramec and Boiling Spring, are situated on the south flank of the 
Ozark uplift where a·long structural slope opens the way for an import-
ant underground circulation, fed from a central table land. 
The s~rings are in canyons where the streams have cut down 
into the rocks and intersect some water bearing horizon. 
The central highland around Salem and vicinity is plenti-
fully dotted with shallow pit mines, the minerals of which appear to 
have been deposited qy the actions of.the underground water. These 
mines as well as sinks and caves tend to mark the main channels of 
underground waters. 
1 Me Queen, H.S., personal statement. 
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According to available i~ormation, the Ozark Region, 
contains seven springswhich have average discharges ranging ~rom 
100 c£s to several hundred cfs and therefore rank with the very 
large springs of the country, although not quite equaling the larg-
est spring in Florida or the largest group o£ springs in the area 
of volcanic rock in the northwest section of the United States. 
RELATION OF GEOLOGY TO SPRINGS 
•' 
An inspection of topographic maps of the Ozark Region will 
show that nabove" most of the large springs there is usually a -scar-
city of surface drainage. Valleys that for. size and extent one would 
expect to have permanent surface streams, have practically no surface 
drainage indicated, or only dry washes or "wet weather" streams exist. 
Schlichter1 points out the fact that the under~9und drain-
age follows the surface drainage in general, and the direction taken 
by the surface waters is, in general, the direction taken by the 
underground ·seepage flows. The gradients for the underground waters 
are usually· much less than that of the surface waters. 
Schlichter goes on to state that the surface divide or 
water shed,in general,coincides with the lines of the underground 
divide or watershed, and the motion of the ground water seepage into 
springs and rivers is similar to that <?f surface drainage in the 
same stream. The similarity of' the underground contours to the sur-
face contours enables one to sketch approximately the lines of 
underground seepage from a contour map of the surface (the similarty 
between the surface and underground contours must not be taken too 
literally). 
Meinzer2 states that in the relation of large springs to 
topography, kind of rock and rock structure, the occurrence of large 
1 Schlichter, Chas. S., "A Study of Missouri Springs" _ u. s. Geolog-
ical Survey W.R. 67 1902 page 32-55 · 
2 Meinzer, Oscar E. "Large Springs in the U.s.n U.S~G.S. Water 
Supply paper 557 . 1927, page 6 
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spr~ngs depends Chiefly on the kind of rock that yields the water. 
Limestone and extrusive volcanic rock are the main so-urces of very 
large springs. The limestone must contain large solution channels 
produced by long continued circulation of ground waters. In order 
that a spring flow with considerable volume, it is necessary that 
the water-bearing material be of a very open, porous character, 
practically all of the larger springs in the Ozark Region come 
from the readily soluble Gasconade limestone formation. 
Sedimentary rocks are usually laid _down like shingles 
on a roof in the ·following order: sandstone, which, before cement-
ing took P.lace, was sand, and is usually the most pervious to water, 
of the sedimentary rocks; second in order is shale, which, before 
solidification took place, was mud, and, being composed of very 
small particles, closely united, is usually an impervious stratum; 
the third in order is limestone, which, before solidification, was 
1 . d 1."f f. ~ t d t b · · · if a ~ey ooze, an , un 1.ssurea, en s ~ e ~perv1ous ----
however, it is usually fissured and is usually readily soluble by 
the slightly acid waters percolating through these fissures. These 
percolating waters very often dissolve large solution channels in 
the limestone. When dissolved, the limestone tends to become 
quite porous, and, iq such condition,forms one of the best of water_ 
bearing stratums. The rain water dissolves carbon dioxide gas which 
forma a weak acid that greatly aids in its solvent action on the 
rocks with which the water comes in contact. 
17 
The ground water dissolves passageways ror itself through 
.. 
the limestone, rorming numerous caves and solution channels. In 
this way an 'Wlderground drainage net is formed that may be nearly 
as complicated and extensive as the drainage above ground. Some 
of the underground passages collect water from a wide area. The 
accretions of these passages form subterrantan rivers (Mammoth 
Spring, Big Spring, Onandoga Spring, are examples where the eub-
terranean stream may be seen long before it emerges at the surface 
as a spring). With the increasing dissection of the surface, the 
underground drainage suffers readjustment, and former channels are 
abandoned, appearing here and there on hillsides as dry caves. 
McQuee~1 states that probably 80% of the springs of 
. 
southern Missouri issue from the Gasconade formation, which forma-
tion has been described2 as the great limestone series lying beneath 
the Roubidoux sandstone, with an average thickness in the central 
Ozark Region of between 200 and 220 feet. This thickness is .fairly 
constant over the wes ern portion of the Eminence quadrangle (cen-
tral Ozarks} where the formation is protected by a thick cap of 
Roubidoux sandstone. To the east of the porphyry knobs, in the 
Eminence quadrangle, the Gasconade f'orma tion is much thinner, aJ. though 
still capped in maqy places b.Y a few feet of the overly·ng formation. 
~ thinning has been caused J?% the removal o£ the soluble portions 
1 McQueen, B.S., Assist. Geol. or Mo. personal communication 
2 Bridge, Josiah, naeology of the Eminence end Cardareva Quadrangles" 
of -the formation .Pz circulation ,ground waters, and in ~ instan-
. ~' ~ much ~ two thirds of the original thickness appears to 
have been removed in this manner. 
The Gasconade formation is especially honey-combed qy 
such abandoned passages.1 As the dolomites are readily soluble in 
water (note the numerous caves and sinks in the Ozarks) often it 
can be noted where the spring mouth formerly was, high up on the 
hillside in a ·cave that. is now "dry". This opening has been a ban-
18 
doned because as the stream eroded its way downward, the underground 
waters have dissolved away the rocks, forming a new outlet at a 
lower level. Sometim~s the new opening is almost dire~ly below 
the former opening, while sometimes it is laterally quite- a dis-
2 tance away. 
Greer spring j,..s a good example of this transition still· 
taking place. In recent times, geological!~ _speaking, the upper 
outlet very probably carried all the fl~w of the spring, but, as 
the channel erode~the underground waters dissolved a solution 
channel along some fault or fold at a·lower level, and the lower 
. outlet was formed. As more and more . water :~: passed alang this new 
underground channel, solution took place more rapidly, until at 
the present time .the greater percentage or water at the spring 
1 Geo. Ozark page 18 Mo. G.S. fnd series Vol~- 24 page 109 
2 Groshkopt, John, Geologist of Mo. Geological Survey, personal 
communication 
issues forth at the lower opening. The upper cave now flows only 
after heavy rains on the spring's drainage area. The continued 
solution taking place in the lower outlet will in time completely 
rob the upper outlet of all its water, and another "dry11 cave will 
be formed. 
The large number of springs in the Ozark Region implies 
a well developed system of subterranean drainage. 
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m EFFECT OF SOLUBILITY OF ROCKS UPON UNDERGROUND DRAINAGE 
Because the Ozarks are largely made up o£ limestone, 
solution has been an important .factor in the removal of rock mat-
erial. ·It is impossible to evaluate the relative importance of 
corrosion and of solution in devaoping the present surface. The 
face, however, that the limestone pebbles are rare on ~y Ozark. 
streams, although limestone is the most common rock of the region; · 
I •" 
indicates the great importance of solution in the erosive process. 
The extreme clearness of Ozark streams is due ·in part to 
the fact that much of the wat-er has come from underground sources, 
and has not had the opportunity to ga~er debris. Solution is re-
tarded in some sections by (1) the presence of massive beds of 
eh~rt underground;· blocking the passage of water, and (2) by the 
extensive dissection of parts of the region which has destroyed 
the continuity of many underground drainage ch.annels and lowered 
the water table. 
The large, undissected areas of the central Ozarks and 
of the western flank furnish the best condition for the collection 
of underground water and for soiution. 
Underground Water in Limestone 
The waters of·limestone occur mainly in open channels, 
caverns·, etc., dissolved in the rock by the water itself. The 
water originally followed joint or bedding_ ·planes, which were grad-
ually enlarged by solution into the caverns which we now find. The 
occurrence of caverns and passages in limestone is very irregular, 
and their location can seldom be predicted. Most deep wells, how-
ever, which ar~ drilled in limestone regions encounter one or more 
such passages at a rels.tively slight distance from the surface. 
The waters are generally hard. 
·There is, however, a considerable liklihood of pollution, 
due to the' fact that much of the water of the underground streams 
in the limestone has found its way downward through sink holes, 
carrying with it more or less surface wash. 
Underground Waters in Sandstone 
Sandstone is, on the whole, the best water bearer or the 
solid rocks. Under the most favorable conditions the rock is sat-
urated throughout its ~xtent\ below the regular ground water level. 
The water is yielded freely in most cases. 
21 
Fluctuation of Large Springs 
I 
Fluctuation in discharge is due almost entirely to 
var~bility in precipitation, atmospheric temperature, and other 
weather conditions. The amount of fluctuation is, however, affect-
ed by the topography, the rock structure, and especially the kind 
of rock, the last of which determines chiefly the size and character 
.... 
of the openings through which the ground water passes. Springs in 
limestone are notably variable in their discharge, being much great-
er and more sudden than the large springs in volcanic rock. 
Springs Flowing in Definite Underground Channels 
In limestone, and other soluble rock the underground 
passages are often many miles in length. Single passages, as in 
Mammouth Cave in Ky., have been traversed for a distance of nearly 
ten miles, while passages as yet undiscovered but several times as 
long probably exist. Some of these passages are many feet in dia-
meter, and are traversed by streams of considerable size. The 
channels of limestone springs ·· do not ordinarily extend much below 
the level of the surrounding surface drainage. 
QH!lity of Water of Large Springs 
As a rule the water is not highly mineralized and even 
in the large limestone springs the water is only moderately hard. 
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For to produce such large springs the water must flow rapidly through 
large openings and hence is not brought in very intimate contact 
with the rock. The mineral matter that is dissolved becomes dil-
uted by the great volume of water. 
SCENIC BEltl'l'I OF THE OZARK REGION 
The Ozark Region has long been known for its many scenic 
beauties. Until recent years it has been almost inaccessible, to 
the motoring public, due to the lack of good roads. Now one may 
travel around the region on good all weather roads. 
If one feels the exploring urge,all he needs to do is to 
turn off the main highways and drive for a. mile or two, .abandon the 
car .. and tramp the. h1.lls and dales of this rugged and wooded wonder~. 
· land. 
There are many state parks where camping facilities are 
maintained. Every effort has been made to preserve the rugged 
natural beauty of the Ozarks. 
The rivers, being spring fed, are exceptionally clear 
and are well stocked with members of the finny tribe:- by the state 
fish hatcheries located at several of the large springs. 
Float trips on the clear streams are particularly enjoy-
able, a~ for a nominal price per day, the tourist will be furnished 
with boat, fishing tackl-e, tents, and a guide to cook, point out 
points of interest and even catch fish for him if he does not wish 
to do so himself. Maqy. people from the more populated sections spend 
their vacations in this manner. 
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ROADS 
Great improvement in the road net throughout the Ozark 
Region has been made within the past five years. Several national 
highways bisect the region. State routes are well maintained and 
have wide right-of-ways, The surfacing is generally of •black 
topn · on the mai·n ste:te routes, with gravel predomina:ting on the side 
roads~ The state has put through many special roads that lead to· 
the large springs, state parks, and other spots of especial scenic 
:.beauty. 
The U. S. Forest Service has built and maintains many roads 
and fire trails through the nat~onal forests. 
A circuit of less than 500 miles over all weather roads 
starting at Rolla, Mo., at the junction of U. S. 65 and 66, will 
take one to most of the largest springs in the Ozarks as well as 
through much of the rugged beauty of the Ozark Region. If a 
shorter trip is desired, a round trip of less than three hundred 
miles from Rolla will take one to eight of the largest, most easily 
accessible springs in the Ozarks,- Meramec, Montauk, Welch, Round, 
Alley, Blue, Big and Greer springs. 
:26'' 
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UNDERGROUND WATERS, THEIR SOURCE, ORIGIN, 
•' 
AND RELATION TO SPRINGS 
Rainfall is removed from the surface of the ground in 
three principal ways: 
1. By evaporation. 
2. By run-off through surface streams. 
5. By absorption into rocks and unconeolidated ·deposits·. 
The third item is the one that concerns the studi~s of 
springs and underground waters. 
The rainfall that is not removed b~ evaporation or sur-
• 
face drainage is absorbed by the s_oil or rocks with which it comes 
in contac~, either directly, or'after being gathered into streams. 
Absorption takes place directly and indirectly. In the case of 
direct absorption, the rain falls on the surface of the rock, and 
the .water is absorbed either by its pores or by the fissures or 
cavities which it may contain. In indirect absorption, the water 
is first · absorbed directly into loose, unconsolidated deposits 
oyerlying the solid rock, or is gathered into streams flowing over 
.their surfaces. In those cases where. the rocks are directly expos-
ed to the rainf'all, the wat~r which is not immediately absorbed runs 
orr, and either enters looseunconsolidated materials, or is gathered 
into streams as pointed out previously. The unconsolidated material 
soon becomes saturated to a certain level, . and ths rocks upon which 
. it lies are in this w.ay kept constantly in contact with the water, 
which is continually absorbed. 
The relative amount of water indirectly absorbed by the 
rocks is far greater than thGtdirectly absorbed through rainfall.1 
In direct absorption, water finds ready entrance into the 
larger faults, especially where the faulting movement of the two 
faces has caused the rocks to be crushed. (This type of fault would 
act like a gravel filter.) Joints, which are like small faults, 
often accommo~ate considerable amounts of water. 
One of the ·most important ways in which waters enter the 
ground in the Ozarks is through the channels dissolved in the rocks 
themselves, known as solution channels. If solution continues long 
enough, ~t of the roof of an underground passage may collapse, 
causing a "sink" or "sink hole". In sinks there is·no direct open-
ing into the underground channel; in a "sink hole" there is a direct 
opening. There are numerous sinks and sink holes in the Ozarks, 
and in some cases water enters the ground in defi~ite streams ~hrough 
the sink or sink hole. ~ connection is frequently maintained through 
these si.nks between the surface and the underground channels, and 
the water failing on the surface.flows into ·them, and passes down-:-
ward to j.oin the underground supplies. 
Where the water is directly absorbed in the porous 
strata of rock, the amount of absorption depends largely upon the 
inclination of the porous beds, the amount being much greater -in-
1 Sheparg, _..:~.M., . "Underground Waters o£ Eastern United States a 
U.S.G.S. Water Supply pap~r 114, page 21-28 
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the gently inclined beds than in those having steep dips. 
The area C.D. is several times as great as A.B. though 
the thickness o:f the layer is the f3ame, as shown in Fig. 1. 
Fig. 1 showing dif:ference in area exposed due to 
di£.ference in the dips of the strata 
UNDERGROUND STORAGE 
Practically all writers on underground waters point out 
the vastness o£ the capacity o£ the underground storage o£ ground 
water. It has been estimated that the lo~est limit at which ground 
water can exist is approximately six miles, £or below this depth 
the pressure on the rocks is so great that the rocks "flow", and 
therefore the~e are no cracks or fissures. Schlichter1 .estimates·, 
on the basis o£ average porosity of" rocks and porous materials 
forming the earth's crust, that the total ground water of the world 
is about 565,000 million cubic yards, or nearly one third the total 
amount estimated to be in the ·oneans. This runount o£ water, he 
states, would cover the entire surface of the globe to a depth of 
between 5,000 and 5,500 feet. 
Even if the above estimate were true1 we do not have to 
deal with such enormous quantities of water in the studies of ' the 
springs of Missouri, for practically all of the springs in the 
Ozarks are of relatively ·shallow origin-- tt.s· ma.y be noted from the 
fact that the average temperatures of all of the springs range from 
. 550 to 600 (which figure is approximately the mean average surface 
temperature# f'or th:Ls region) • It is lmown that £or underground 
waters flowing less than 50 feet under the surface of the groun~ 
the temperature will vary with the seasons, while if they flow from 
50 to 200 feet under the ground surface, they are unaffected .qy 
1 Schlichter, Chas., previous citation page .15 and 14 
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se~sonal changes, and tend to become the temperature of the mean 
yearly temperature of the region. If the underground waters f~~w 
at gre~ter depths than 200 feet below the surface, the waters raise 
l 0 in temperature tor each 50 to 75 feet in depth ~elow the 200 foot 
level. Therefore, all o:f the Ozark springs are of' shallow or;igin 
as they remain at a nearly constant temperature, which approximates 
the mean temperature for the region. 
If the total underground waters underlying the Ozark Region 
were considered as a giant reservoir held back .by an impervious dam 
(similar to the· Lake. of' the Ozarks, held back by Bagnell dam) and 
that this dam liad only outlets, relatively, a few feet below the 
. . . 
crest of'.the dam, then the only water flowing from this reservoir 
would be that water above the outlets. The water below the outlets 
would, it is true, be in storage, but to use it one would have to 
:resort to pumping, .. which is exactly what is done when wells are 
driven or sunk below the levels of the ground water table. The 
water table levels are c~ntrolled ~-the outlets not far below the 
sur:face .of the dam, which outlets are the springs. The springs 
control the height of the water table in the Ozark.Re~ion. (see 
1?./~ 7 ) 
llcQueen1 j)ointa out in the above. mentioned chart, and 
also in his statement od nMamm~th Springs" (see description of 
"Mammoth Spring"} . that this spring controls the regional ground 
1 .McQueen, H.S.-, f'rom· unpublished notes. 
water level as rar away as Willow Springs, ~o. (A straight line 
distance of 45 miles from the mouth of the spring). 
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WHAT IS A LARGE SPRING 
In some localities having a lot of small ·springs,· on~ 
spring having a flow o£ say 10 cu. ft. per second would be con-
sidered a large spring, and in many other. parts of the country a 
spring having a discharge of one cu. ft. per second is considered 
a large spring. 
In the U.S. there are approximately 65 springs- with an 
average flow of 100 cu. ft. per 3econd. Several of these large 
spring·s· or groups o£ springs have an average discharge of over 
500 c.f.s.1 The large springs are conveniently classified as follows: 
Magnitude Average Discharge 
First 100 c.f.s. or more 
Second ~0 c.f.s. to 100 c.f.s. 
Third 1 c.f.s. to 10 c.f.s. 
Fourth 100 gal. p~ minute to 1 c.f.s. 
Springs of the first magnitude (100 c.r.s. and over, average flow) 
occur in several regions in the UnLted States. 
The Ozark Region, according to Meinzer,1 ranks third in 
the number of springs of the first magnitude. However, according 
2 to Bolon, there are approximately twelve springs in the Ozark Region 
1 Meinzer, O.E., "Large Springs in the United States" U.S.G.S. 
w.s.p. 557 page 2-3 
2 Bolon, H.Q., Missouri School o£ Mines Thesis 1955 
havi"'lg discharges o£ 100 c.f'.s. or more which would probably bring 
.. , 
the Ozark Region up to second place. According t(). ,previous class-
fa~t . 
i£ication, the Ozark Region is .. exeeededJb.Y the Snake River basin 
of Utah, and second, by the Florida and southern Georgia section. 
As a humorous comparison, most of the writers in general 
works on water supply or underground waters, cite springs that flow 
less than 10 c.£.s. (and term them large, too). Usually the springs 
mentioned are ·of only 1 or 2 c.f.s~ 
In this region of truly large springs, a -spring having a 
discharge of one or two c.f.s. is considered a small spring (Onondaga 
Spring, near .. Leasburg, Mo., on Dec. 30, 1957 had a measured flow of 
1.50 c.f.s. or, using smaller units, 840,.000 gallons per day). 
The rank of the larger springs in Missouri is given in 
Table 5 
The springs of the first, second·, and even the third 
magriitudes do discharge tremendous quantities of water. Big Spring, 
near Van Bur~n, Mo., with an average ·discharge of 465 cubic feet 
per second will discharge 500 million gallons during one twenty-four 
hour period, or enough water to fill a tank with a cross section 
ot ten acres to a depth o£ 90 f"eet during a twenty-foUr hour period. 
lleramec Spring (7th l.argest in the Ozark Region) ·near St. 
James, Yo., with an average discharge o£ 142 c.f'.s. could supply 
a population o£ 917,000 people, allowing 100 gallons per day per 
capita. The population of St. Louis proper (1.930 census) is given 
as 622,000. 
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From a study of 5556 installations of water supplies in 
cities of the United States (1898)1 54% of all installations were 
from ground water sources, while 502, or 15% were from springs. 
A similar study on water supplies for cities o£ 5000 population 
or over in France (1909) showed that 255 out of a total of 595 
cities, or 45%, used springs as their source of water supply. 
From these and similar studies, it is shown that springs play an 
important part in furnishing water to city dwellers in our own 
country~ and abroad. 
1 Turneaure & Russel "pUblic Water Supply" 1924 page 59 
ss 
STREAM PIRACY BY LARGE SPRINGS 
If I pour a barrel of wate~ on a roof., I -would e~ect · to 
collect approximately a barrel of water under the downspout. No~ 
if I only collected, -say, two thirdso:f a _ barrel at the downspout, 
I could reasonably expect to find a leak, or leaks, in the r ·oof' 
where~ a third of a barrel of' water had ieaked through. Now, if 
I put a pan under the leak in the roof, and _catch one t~ra of a 
-barrel of water, then I could say thay I knew_ Why I had not collected 
a full barrel at the downspout. 
In a similar manner, if a certain amount of rain fell on 
the roof' ' (basin) of a river, then i could expect a certain run-off 
from that roof down the downspout (river). If I did not ~ind that 
quantity, then it would be logical to look for leaks in the roof'. 
I find these leaks in the roof appearing as large springs. 
From the surface drainage map ot Mis~uri I find that 
the n1eaks 11 in the roof of the Meramec -basin and the. Black lliver 
basin are appearing as l 'arge springs in the Current _River basin 
close to th~ boundaries of the two above mentioned basins~ It 
-. 
is also found that a "barrel of,water" on the Curr~~t River roof, 
produces none and one third barrelsn _at the downspout. Th~.~~,:f'ore, 
it appears 1ogical. that part of the water falling ()D the !leramec 
River basin and the Black River basin is finding its way into the 
CUrrent River ba·sin, and as such shows up as large springs, which 
greatly increases the run-o.ff' per square mile of' the Current Rive~ 
basin. 
Plate· ·2 was plotted showing the run-off per square mile 
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R!DRAULIC DA!A OF RIVERS IN THE OZARK REGION 56 
River Town nearest Years of No. Dr.ainage Mean Discharge Run-off .per 
Location Record Years Area (c.f.s.) for Sq. Mi. (c.f.s.) 
(Sq.Mi.) period of Beccrd 
Alley Spring Alley i950-:37 7 107 
Big River Byrnesville 1925-1956 14 892 777 .872 
Big Spring Van Buren 1922-1956 15 
Black River Leeper 1922-1956 15 957 941 .384 
Bourbeuse River Union 1922-1956 15 767 645 .658 
Castor River Zalma 1922-1958 15 595 504 1.28 
Cuivre River Troy. · 1925-1956 14 908 720 .-792 
CUITent River Doniphan 1922-1956 15 2050 2755 1.36 
Current River Eminence 1922-1956 · 15 1250 1449 1.18 
Current River Van Buren 1922-1956 15 1640 1829 1.11 
Eleven Point River Bard ley 1922-1956 15 690 755 1.09 
Gasconade 'River Jerome 1924-1956 13 2840 2486 .877 
Gasconade River Waynesville 1922-1956 15 1680 1571 .817 
Greer Spring Greer 1925-1956 14 545 
Jacks Fork River Eminence 1922-1958 15 576 445 1.18 . 
Table 4 
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HYDRAULIC DATA OF RIVERS IN. THE OZARK REGION 
River ~own nearest lears or }lo. nt-ainage Mean Discharge Run-off··. per 
Location Record .Years Area (o.r.s.) for Sq. Mi.· 
{Sq.fli.) Period of Record ·(c.r.s.) 
·James River --Galena · -1925-1956 14 1000 .991 # .991 
Lamine .River Clifton City 1925-1956 14 598 456 . .765 
Merameo River Eureka 1922-1956 . ' 15 5800 2942 .775 
Meramec River Steelville 1924-1956 15 850 586 .707 
lleramec Spring St. James 1922-1929 8 151 
North Fork White R. Tecumseh 1925-1957 14 1180 1230 1.04 
Piney River Big Piney 1922-1956 15 560 526 •. 939 
Po~e de Terre R. Hermitage 1922-1956 15 630. 652 1.00 
Sac. River Stockton 1922-1958· 15 1160 1114 .960 
Shoal Creek Joplin : 1925-1956 12 458 424 .926· 
Spring River ·Waco 1925-1958 12 1160 872 .752 
St. Francis River Fisk 1928-1956 9 1570 1560 .995 
St. Francis River Patterson 1922-1956 15 958 1100 1.15 
White River Beaver, Ark. 1924-1956 15 1270 1654 1.30 
.. 
Table ~ (Continued) 
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A comparison of . plate 1 ~ th plate 2· -will show that the· 
iso-run-off lines do not follow the shape of the lines of equa~ run-
off, in the region between Meramec Spring and Le~per. The iso-run-
of£ lines dip sharply to the south eB:st, forming a "valley" of low 
rtin-off, where as the lines of equal rainfall have an inclination 
to the north east. This condition is unnatural and shows that 
water is being diverted ·from the drainage areas of the Meramec River 
and the Black River into the Current River. 
In order to obtain a true value of the run-off of the 
various drainage basins it is necessary to subtract the areas, 
assigned_to the Meramec and Black River basins, from which water 
is being discharged into the Current River and add these areas to 
the Current River drainage area. 
It is believed that Welch, and Montauk Springs are re-
ceiving water from the Meramec River Basin, whil~ Blue Spring in 
Shannon County is receiving water from the Black River Basin. 
A more complete descript~on of these springs is given in the 
"Description of Springs". 
The combined drai~age areas of Welch Spring and Montauk 
Spring are about 290. square miles. 
The drainage area of Blue Spring is about 140 square miles. 
Now, if the Meramec River at Steelville had its drainage 
• 
area decreased enough to bring its run-off per square ~ile up to 
.84 c.f.s. (which from an inspection of the iso-run-off map appears 
S9 
logical), then its area would be 586 .;. .84 ·or· equa1 to 698 sq. ad~ 
or a dit'ference of 850 - -700 = 1&> sq. mi. Likewise, if the Black 
River Basin above Leeper, Missouri, were decreased so that. its 
run-off per sq. mi. were increased to 1.05 - c.f~s. per sq. mi., ~~en 
its area would be 941 .;. 1. 05 or equal. to 896 sq. mi. or, a decrease 
in area equal to 957 - 896 = 61 sq. mi. or, roughly, 60 sq. mi. This 
would give a total decrease in the drainage area o£ the two basins 
of 150 plus 60 or _l90 sq. mi. 
Now,. i£ the above mentioned 190 sq. mi. r:ere added to the 
drainage area above :Eminence, it would bring the total. drainage area 
above th~t station to 1230 plus 190 or 1420 sq. mi. thereby making 
the run-of'f per sq. mi. at that station= ·~= l.OS c.f.s. per sq. 
mi. This :figure looks more nearly in line with the rest of the run-
offs pe~ sq. mi. of neighboring basins and also fits in very nicely 
with the rainf'a11 throughout that section of' the country. 
The corrected run-off per sq. mi. for the following 
stations ia as s~own: 
Current Biver at Van Buren, Mo., 1829 1.00 
1640 + 190 
Current River at Doniphan, Yo., 275S = 1.24 
20SO + 190 
lleramec River · at Eureka, •o., 2942 .80S 
saoo .- 1ro 
Froa an inspection of the map showing the geology of 
• CeJ,CO~Ict. 
L aM tn e 
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Missouri, it is found that the Roubidoux £ormation has its highest 
point in the great Ozark plateau {Salem and vicinity) and slopes 
downward in all directions from- this plateau. 
There are numerous caves and sinks in this formation. 
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It·, therefore, seems highly probable that this :formation, acting as 
aquifer, or water bearing stratum, may be transporting the underground 
waters :from this point (Salem and vicinity) and discharging the waters 
where the streams have cut through this formation into•those o£ an 
older order. 
There is a possibility this aquifer may also transport 
water to the Joplin artesian basin, whic~ would explain Why the run-
off o~ Shoal Creek at Joplin (.926) is higher than the run-of£ for 
its neighboring basin, that of Spring River near Waco, Mo. (.752 
c.f.s. per sq. mi.). 
Plate 3 was constructed by using the corrected values 
as determined in the preceding pages, in conjunction with the table 
of hydraulic data (table 5) of the 15 year period of records on 
sur:face streams. 
An inspection of this new plate when superimposed over 
the map of rainfall of Missouri for the' past 55 years, shows a 
marked tendency to follow very close~, especially in the Eastern 
Ozark Region, the lines o£ equal rainfall. Therefore it would seem 
logical that the basin receiving the most rainfall would have the 
largest run-off, other things being equal. 
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In the north central part of the ·Qzarks, and also in the 
southwest central part, the lines of equal run-off tend to deviate 
1 . from.the isohyetal lines by some distance. This is due, in part, 
to the fact that some of the points in the northern part .of the state 
were picked across the Osage Basin, and other points were left out 
of this st~ because the drainage basins had areas too large to be 
comparable with the basins selected. 
Likewise, in the southwestern portion of the Ozarks, the 
White River Basin was omitted as a large:· portion of its drainage 
area lies in Arkansas. Also 1 the length of record is not comparable 
to those stations selected. 
However, since practically all the large springs are located 
in the southeastern section of the Ozark Region, the above mentioned 
deviation is not considered ·serious. 
Proceeding on the assumption that over a long period of 
time (15 years), adjacent small areas in the same basin receiving 
similar. amounts of rainfa~l per square mile, would tend to have the 
same run-off, other things being equal. 
I contend that the run-off for a spring's effective 
drainage area will be comparable to that of adjacent surface tracts 
of similar area, considered over a number of both wet and dry years. 
Upon this assumption I base my contention that the effective drain-
age area of a spring can be calculated. 
1 lines connecting points of ~qual rainfall 
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EVIDENCE . AGAINST STREAM PIRACY BY SPRINGS 
The U. S. Geological .Survey, cooperating with the Missouri 
Geological Survey, made a series of discharge measurements on the 
Current River to determine if there was a direct connection between 
the river and the large springs. It was thougblithat possibly the 
springs were receiving water from the river, and later returning 
it to· the river at the spring. 
The following procedure was used: 
A discharge measurement was made of. the ~iver several miles 
above the spring, one was made just above the spring, one made of the 
springs discharge, and one immediately below the spring. Any 
&ppreciable loss of water in the river above the spring could be 
detected by the first two measurements. · Had a loss occurred be-
i nd tween the first and second measurement this loss had approximated 
the flow of the spring then intermediate section.s would have been 
investigated to determine the location -of the underground~conduit, 
or water bearing stratum, that was robbing the river to supply the 
spring. 
. 
No evidence was found that the large springs along the 
Current River were receiving an appreciable amount of water from 
the river. 
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ORIFICE THEORY OF SPRING !i'LOW · · 
In the c~se of the £lowing spring the phenominum of the 
flowing water so quickly attracts attention, that the ~ important, 
but~ss obvious return to the surface of . the diffused seepage of 
ground water, almost entirely escapes attention.1 
A spring may be considered as the small orifice opening 
from a large storage tank. The orifice remains constant in area, in 
so far as this discussion is concerned. Since the capacity of the 
drainage area or underground storage tank remains constant, during 
the wet seasons the underground storage tank tends to become filled, 
thereby raising the hydraulic head above the orifice. A fundamental 
formula of hydraulics, is expressed as Quantity = Area multiplied 
.by ·velocity, or, Q =A. V., now if the discharge is increased, the 
area of the orifice remaining the same, the velocity is greatly in-
creased. This is shown by all the discharge measurements made on 
springs in Missouri. 
The question might naturally be asked, that, since the 
opening in the rocks £rom which the spring issues is ao "large", 
then why doesn't the orifice discharge all of the waterr; in the 
storage tank during long, . extended dry periods? While it is true 
that the openings in the rocks are large when compared with a man 
- stapding beside them, still, in -comparison with the volume o£ the 
1 Sclichter, C.S., Motions of Underground Water U.S.G.S. w.s.p. 67 
page 57 
storage reservoir, these openings a.re relatively 11 small" openings, 
and therefore, during the dry months the discharge through the orifice 
does draw the water level in the storage tank do~n slowly. This is 
shorm by the hydrographs of the springs of Missouri on which records 
of' measurement have been made. As the hydraulic head of the water 
drops, the springs discharge less and less, and if the period of 
drouth is too long, the stored waters in the smaller drainage areas 
of the smaller springs is depleted to the level of the spring open-
ings, and the spring discharges at less than full orifice. If the 
reservoir is not replenished, the spring f'inally ceases to flow at 
all. Greer. . Spring in Oregon County is the third largest spring in 
the Ozarks in point of average discharge.1 It has two outlets; the 
upper one is 72feet higher than the lower outlet, and, with just 
this relatively small difference in elevation, the upper outlet is 
often dry, or flowing only partially filled, and the cave through 
which it flows is said to contain -many beauties. 5 At the time of 
the author's visit to this .cave in December, 1957, the upper out-
been 
let was completely dry, and could have/entered and explored if suit-
able l~ghts had been available. 
Now each rain is like dumping many, many gallons of water 
into the hypothetical tank. The head on the orifice is increased 
1 Bolon, "A Study of Missouri Springs" page 17 
2 Meinzer, Large Springs in the United States Water Supply Paper 
u.s.a.s. 557 page 20 
5 Owens, "The Limestone Caves of the Ozarks and South Dakota" 
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somewhat, increasing the discharge. The discharge continues at an 
increased rate until the water is drawn down below the point where 
the additional water was added. A typical hydrograph of a rise in. 
Greer Spring after a local rain shows very clearly the~ical ori-
fice action in the spr~ngs of Missouri. 
From the above example of the two outlet openings in 
Greer Springs, it appears likely that the "storage tank" basin o:f 
the spring is of large extent, but its surface is not relatively 
very high above the spring. J:t •is mor.e like a "lake" or chain of 
lakes than a "stand pipe12 , for in a stand pipe a small amount or 








Fig. 2 Difference in draw-down between reservoir andsta.nd pipe 
It would be an interesting stild7 to bu:il.d a sat¢l bag 
dam around any one of the larger springs (similar t.O the ·dams built 
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Onandaga Spring was measured, by the author, on Dec. 50, 
1957, and the flow was found to be 840,000 gallons per day. The 
staff gage is located in the :farthest upstre-am explored portion of 
Missouri Caverns. 
4:6 
A small dam at the mouth o:f Onandaga Cave is used to form 
a lake in order that boats may be used to traverse the :first quarter 
of a mile into the cave. The dam raises the water level so that the 
pool reaches to the :foot o:f a small waterfall less than 100 feet from 
the gage. Missouri Caverns and Onandoga Caverns are all one natural 
cave with one natural and one drilled entrance. 
This is one subterranean stream that can be measured 
before it emerges at the spring mouth. After very heavy rains the 
spring probably flows at full orifice, otherwise only partially 
full. 
It is believed by the Author that the 11 storage tank" 
basin above Boiling Spring, Pulaski County, is located in the high 
plateau above the spring and that the_ elevation above the spring is 
such that if the proposed dam on the Gasconade River, below the spring, 
were constructed that the spring would merely build up a head equal 
to the one in the river and then start flowing as a submerged orifice, 
or from its abandoned solution channel, ony~ . Cave, located higher 
on the hill. 
It is my belief that· the spring would continue discharging· 
into the river at practically its present rate of flow. It has been 
thought that possibly under an increase of head at the mouth the 
spring might be reversed and not only the flow of the spring would 
be lost but also the spring's conduit might discharge water irom the 
lake into another river basin. 
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A COMPARISON OF RUN-OFF BETWEEN EFFECTIVE DRAINAGE 
AREAS AND SURFACE DRAINAGE AREAS 
The water supplying springs, and underground waters, 
percolates into the ground, :flows into sinks, or joints, and :flows 
through the .pore spaces in the soil and rocks. The amount o£ such 
water is strictly dependent upon the rain:fall, and the laws o£ 
hydraulics that govern its flow. 1 Under the action of gravity the 
surface o:f the ground water always tends to become a level surface, 
and as long as a supply is maintained through percolation, there 
will be a continual lateral flow, which will, on the average, be 
equal to the percolation. 
The drainage area o:f Big Spring is about 440 sq. miles. 
There are 640 acres to the sq. mile. 440 X 640 = 282,000 acres 
surface exposed. During the calendar year 1955 the mean discharge 
was 454 cubic feet per second or only 2.4% below the mean discharge, 
of 465, for the entire period of record. 
The quantity of water discharged during the calendar year 
1955 was 528,4102 acre feet. 5 
On the assumption that the drainage area was all of the 
same absorptive qualities, then each acre of the drainage area would 
have to absorb, and later give up to the spring the following depth 
1 Turneaure, F.E., and Russel, H.L., "Public Water .Supply11 page 87 
2 U.S.G.S. record "Big Spring Near Van Buren, Mo. 195611 
5 See definition of terms 
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of rain!' all: 
528,410 acre feet 
282,000 acres 
1.2 feet, or 14.4 inches. ~his is not an 
unusually large amount, as most of the sur.fe.ce streams a.veraged 
very close to this figure. 
Cuivre River near Troy 14.06 Calendar year 1955 
Eleven Point River Bard ley 18.45 Calendar year 1955 
BlaCk River at Leeper 19.11 Calendar year 1955 
Big River at Byrnsville 20.77 Calendar year 1955 
Gasconade River near Hazle- 19.59 Calendar yea:r 1955 
green 
The rainfall at Birchtree, Mo., 27 miles almost directly 
west of the spring, and lying just a few miles from the principal 
drainage area of Big Spring, has an average rainfall of 45 inches 
per year, according to the Weather Bureau, based on normal pre-
cipitation (based on all available records from 1698 to 1955) see 
rainfall map accompanying this report. 
The intermittant streams, above springs, flow .for a short 
time after heavy rains and this tends to rob the underground storage 
of the springs. One would be led to believe that the springs 
effective drainage areas would need to be increased in order to be 
comparable with surface streams in the area. However, it is believed 
that the subsurface percolating waters, supp~ing springs, flow 
deeper than the underground waters supplying the low water flow o f 
surface stream, and therefore much less a.rfected by the evaporation 
from the ground surface or by transpiration qy growing vegetation. 
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Therefore, the author believes that these two conditions tend to 
nullify each other during normal years. In wet years the sur£ace 
drainage will rob the subsurface drainage, during dry years the 
reverse will be true. 
DETERMINATION OF THE EFFECTIVE DRAINAGE AREAS 
OF THE LARGE SPRINGS OF MISSOUHI 
It has been said that if you can express your problem in 
numbers or symbols, the problem is more than half solved. 
At first the idea of measuring the effective drainage 
area of a spring may sound preposterous to you, for you would 
naturally say, "How can apyone measure the water seeping into 
the ground, and what area woul.d you assign to the area furnish-
ing waters to a spring, or how can one measure an area above 
grolind for underground drainage?" 
If an engineer is assigned the task of erecting an 
engineering structure of a hydraulic nature_, he first investigates 
the stream. If there are stream flow·records taken over a long 
period of years, the engineer ~ill avail himself of them, and 
assume that what has happened over this period of years \Yill be 
a_pretty good indication of what to expect over a sL~ilar neriod 
in the future, (naturally, the floods or drouths will not occur 
in the same order, nor will he expect the river to have exactly 
the same discharge on the s~ne day of the year five years hence 
that it had this ·year). (The calculation and operations of 
Bagnell Dam are a good example, with more than forty five years 
records on the Osage River.) 
Next, consider the sa~e engineer ~vith the same stre~~; 
but this tLne we ·~"lill say there are no available stream flow re-
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cords on the stream in question. The engineer may establish a 
gaging station on the stream, and collect records for a short 
period of time, knowing full well that this time will give only an 
approximation of the nature o:f the stream, because the period of 
reeord may include only seasons of abnormal run-orr. For example, 
1927_or 1929, in wAich cas~ his estimates would be far too high -if 
extended over a large number o.f years. On the other hand, his 
period of record may include only a year or two of abnormally low 
run-off, such as 1956, in which case his eatimate would be far too 
small if extended over a long period of time. 
The engineer would probably establish a gaging station 
on the s~ream (lf the time available permitted) and compare the 
records for that period with the records of a nearby stream of 
about the same drainage area, having similar shape o.f basin·. and 
topography, and receiving approximate1y- the same rainfall, on which 
stream records had been kept over a long period of years. This 
latter method would give him a good idea as to what to expect 
from the stream in question. 
As a last resort, the engineer with the problem would pick 
a coeff~cient from a handbook that waa supposed to apply to any stream 
in, say, t~e Mississippi .River Basin, and multiply the drainage area 
of the stream in question b.Y the coefficient picked. This last 
method is about as accurate as most almanacs that predict the weather, 
day by day, for a year in advance. The last named method is used 
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extensively for small areas for calculating ~~e size of culverts, 
but after the size is determined, a large factor of safety is 
usually applied. It is apparent that the highway departments and 
railroad engineers do not use the same factors for the same size 
drainage area, as may be noted qy the different si~ed culverts in-
stalled to take care of the drainage of the same drainage area at 
the same place. Often times one culvert will exceed the other qy 
100% or more, in area. 
The author proposes to use the first and second methods 
mentioned. Namely, to use records collected over a long period 
of time, where possible, and compare these records with streams 
having similar characteristics {most often the springs will be 
compared with the river within whose basin it has its drainage 
area). 
Stream discharge records have been kept on some of the 
larger springs in the Ozark region as follows: Greer Spring 
(1922-1957), Big Spring (1922-1957), Bennett Spring (1929-1957), 
Meramec Spring (1905-1906 and 1922-1929), Alley Spring (1929-
1957), Hahatonka Spring (1925-1926), and Round Spring (1929-
1957). Miscellaneous discharge measurements have been made at 
various times in ·the past at all the known springs having a flow 
of more than 10 cubic feet per second. 
Bolon1 determined the comparative size of the springs in 
1 Bolon, H.C., Missouri School of Mines Unpublished Thesis, 1955 
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point o£ discharge by relating ~he discharge of each spring to the 
discharge of Greer Spring. His figures for ~he discharge of the 
various springs were used to compare the discharge of the springs 
with that o£ the surface streams in the vicinity of the drainage 
basin of the spring. 
The next problem was to determine the location of the 
drainage area for each large spring. The areas were principally 
located by: 
(1) Using published data ~ geologists; 
· ·(2) Studying maps of the region; 
(5) Personal observations: and 
(4) Studies relating to sinks, caves, mines and solution 
channels. 
The direction o£ the main axis of the underground stream 
was determined, and the probable drainage area was indicated on 
the sur.face drainage map. · Plate ~ 
Since the drainage basins of the springs lie within 
~~e various river basins of th.e region, the assumption was made 
that surface and subsurface run-of£ would be t~e sa~e on adjacent 
small. areas. 
Points of equal run-off per square mile for the surface 
streams are shown in . Plate _!.. 
B.y combining the map of equal lines ·of run-of£ wi~~ the 
map showing the probable location and area of the effective drain-
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mile of the springs drainage basin was determined. This ractor 
is the "Missouri Spring Factor", and represents the quantity of 
run-off that may be expected from each square mile o£ the effective 
drainage area. 
Using the Missouri Spring Factor determined for each 
individual spring and the .comparative drainage for each spring, 
as determined by Bolon, the problem then resolves itself into the 
simple one, that of: If the discharge ~s a certain number of cubic 
feet per second and each square mile of the drainage area is 
assumed1 to furnish an equal amount of water to make up this dis-
charge, then discharge divided by the Missouri Spring Factor will 
give the number of effective square miles to supply the quantity 
to the springs. The author believes that over a period of about 
fi.fteen years the mean value of the discharges will give a close 
relation between ~urface and subterranean drainage areas. 
Example; The drainage area of Mammoth Spring is 
located northeast of the spring and exerts a regional influence 
on the water table aa. far north as Willow S:Qrings, Missouri. 
The shape of the basin is long and narrow, following the principal 
fault lines in the vicinity. The northern most portion of the basin 
lies within an area wherein the discharge is 1.05 c.f .s. per 
square mile -- the center portion, 1.10 c.f.s. per square mile, 
the southern portion of the drainage area lies in an area wherein 
1 Bolon, H.C., previous citation 
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the discharge is 1.15 c.f.s. per square mile. An average or the 
whole drainage basin would be 1.10 c.r.s. per square mile (Missouri 
Spring Factor equals 1.10). 
The comparative mean discharge for the spring is given 
as approximately 412 1 cubic feet per second. 
412 .cubic feet per second divided by the Missouri 
Spring Factor of 1.10 = about 575 square miles in the effective 
drainage area for Mammoth Spring. 
The effective drainage areas ror other large springs 
were calculated in a similar manner, and the results are tabulated 
in table~. 
1 Bolon, H.C., previous citation 
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EFFECTIVE DRAINAGE AREAS OF ~HE L!ARGEST SPRI~GS IN MO. 
Rank Comparative· Missouri Effective 
(Jolon) Spring County Run-off Spring Drainage 
c .r. s. (Bolon) Factor Area 
1 Big Carter 465 1.05 440 
2 Mammoth Fulton,Ark. 412 1.10 380 
5 Greer Oregon 562 1.07 340 
4 Double Ozark 242 1.04 250 
5 Welch Shannon 180 ~95 190 
6 Bennett Dallas 162 .92 180 
7 MerA&·nec Phelps 142 .88 i60 
8 Blue Oregon 140 1.20 120 
9 Blue · Shannon 159 .98 140 
10 Alley Shannon 127 .98 150 
ll Blue Wayne 122 1.18 100 
12 Boiling ·Pulaski 120 .90 150 
15 Montauk Dent 97 .95 100 
14 Hahatonka Camden 85 .90 90 
15 Hodgson Ozark 78 1.05 80 
Mill 
16 Thomasson Oregon 57 1.20 50 
Mill 
17 Boiling Texas 50 .95 50 
18 Rockbridge Ozark 50 1.05 50 
19 Pultight Shannon 48 .97 50 
20 Stone Mill Pulaski 45 .86 50 
Table 5 
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EFFECTIVE DRAINAGE AREAS OF THE LARGEST SPRINGS IN MO. 
Rank Comparative Missouri Effective 
(Bolon} Spring County Run-off' Spring Drainage 
c.f.s.(Bolon) Factor Area 
21 Cave Shannon 45 .97 50 
22 Creasy Pulaski 45 .85 50 
25 Althea Ozark 45 1.04 40 
24 Keener Butler 41 1.25 50 
25 Coppedge Phelps 40 .94 40 
26 Prewett Pulaski 58 .95 40 
27 Round Shannon 58 1.00 40 
Note: The rank and ~omparative discharge of the 
large springs were determined b,y Bolon, 
in an unpublished thesis at Missouri 
School of' Mines. 
Table .§. (Continued) 
INTERESTING FACTS .ABQUT THE THREE LARGEST 
SPRINGS OF THE OZARK REGION 
1. Big Spring 
2. Mammoth Spring 
5. Greer Spring 
These three springs lie almost in a straight line with 
each other, forming a triangle with Greer Spring at the apex • 
. t/1' 
..,~~ . / ~/ .... 
Fig. 2 Geographic relationship of Big, Mammoth, and Greer Springs 
The elevations of the three springs compare as their rank 
in discharge. Big Spring having an elevation of 451 feet, Mammoth 
Spring 470 feet, and Greer Spring with an elevation of 545 feet 
above mean sea level. The larger discharge would be expected to be . 
from the spring havi~g the lowest elevation. However, Bennett 
Spring has an elevation of 866 feet, and ranks sixth in point of 
discharge. Showing that all large springs are not necessarily at 
a low elevation. The combined effective drainage area of the three 
springs is about 1160 square miles. 
An inspection or the large drainage map will disclose the 
closeness of the indicated drainage areas. It appears reasonable 
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that with the well developed underground drainage nets the three 
springs are probably interconnected in the upper portions o~ their 
drainage basins. 
Some o£ the large springs are clear, while other large 
springs are muddy after severe storms. In the first case it is 
probable that th~ waters feedi~g the spring reached it qy percolation 
through the porous earth or rocks, during which their impurities 
were largely removed. In the second, the waters probably entered 
at sinks or flowed into the rocks, as streams. In either case 
they are very liable to pollution due to matter washed in from the 
surface. 
LIST OF SPRINGS WITH DESCRIPI'IONS, 
PROBAaLE LOCATION AND SIZE OF DRAINAGE AREA, SPRING FACTOR, . 
AND STATEMENT OF MEASURED FLOW 
Alley Spring 
Alley Spring is located in sec. 25, T. 29 N., R. 5 w., at 
Alley, 5 miles west of »ninence, Shannon County. It isaues f'rom the 
base or a rocky cliff, flows over a dam which develops power for a 
grist mill, and empties into Jacks Fork ·at a distance or a half-mile. 
The dam .forms a small lake of clear, blue water. The spring is the 
principal .feature of .Al1ey Spring State Park. 
nThe sources of the water for the spring are believed to 
be in the plateau region to the north and west of the spring. An 
interesting story, Which appears to be well authenticated is told 
about this spring: On a certain day _the .flow of the· spring was 
o-bserved to be decreasing rapidly and it finally · ceased alt-ogether 
and -the. water in the spring basin sank to about five feet below its 
normal .. level. It remained in this condition . .for about twelve hours 
and then sudde~ resumed flow. For several days the water was 
quite muddy but it gradually cleare~ up. At about the same time a 
large sink was suddenly formed in the plateau about 15 miles to the 
northwest of the spring. It appears quite probable that the_ mater-
ial which fell into the underground channel when this sink was 
formed, blocked the chanriel temporarily and thus checked the flow 
of the spring". 1 
Records of the daily flow of the spring have been collected 
from October 1928 to date. These records include the occasional run-
off from the small creek above the spring outlet-. During the period 
of record the flow was ~s follows: 
Date 
Maximum Mar. 1955 










The average monthly and yearly flow in second-feet for 
~ydraulic years ending September 50 is given in the following table: 
1 Bridge, Josiah, Geol • . of Emin. & Cardareva Quads. Mo. G.S. 
Sec. Series Vol. 24 page 41 
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Hydraulic Data for J~ley Spring 
Year Oct. Nov. Dec •. Jan. Feb. Mar. A.pr. May June July Aug. Sept. Avg. 
1929 
-
107 151 181 167 195 258 537 282 181 155 119 
1950 112 125 116 189 202 167 105 111 95 83 77 109 124 
1951 120 84 112 78 182 209 174 142 110 85 . 96 . 80 121 
1952 61 82 65 181 97 92 94' 68 71 76 66 60 81 
1955 70 79 120 1S7 86 105 258 522 156 99 85 87 135 
1954 78 7'/ 76 79 68 76 88 82 66 61 61 71 72 
1955 58 65 80 111 72 254 142 128 521 202 122 84 157 
1956 80 154 107 84 87 82 77 62· 65 65 83 80 82 
Avg. 85 91 · 103 134 120 147 147 154 14~ 106 90 86 117 
Table .§. 
Bennett Spring 
Bennett Spring (also called Niangua or Brice . Spring) is 
located in sec. 1, T. 54 N., R. 18 W., Dallas County, half a mile 
southeast of Brice. It issues from a circuler basin about 50 feet 
in diameter in the bed of Spring Creek, and flows li miles into 
Niangua River. A dam about half a mile below the spring outlet is 
used to divert water through the state's fish hatchery and also to 
a grist mill. The beauti.ful surroundings, the spring, dam, fish 
hatchery and abundance of rainbow trout are the principal features 
of the Niangua State Park. 
Comparisons between the rainfall at Lebanon, Mo. and the 
automatic water stage chart shows that for the extremely dry period 
of the summer of 1956, the spring apparently lags behind the rain-
fall at Lebanon by about one day. 
The spring probably gets most of its water from the dry 
basin of Spring Creek and also more than likely drains the upper 
portions of Cave, Four Mile, Dousinburg and Jones Creeks. 
Fig. 4 • Meinzer's diagram of Bennett Spring 
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The spring orten rlows muddy at high stages showing 
that it has direct connections with· surface water---probably 
through sinks in the vicinity. 
A£ter heavy rains, the spring receives some surface 
water inflow rrom Spring Creek. Spring C~eek bed is dry except 
a:fter heavy rains, and fs :floored with gravel. 
The major axis or the spring's drainage basin lies to 
the south o:f the spring and the :~:issouri Spring Factor is • 92. 
The drainage area is about 180 square miles. 
Ben~ett Spring is at an elevation o:f 866 feet above mean 
sea level and is the highest o£ the large springs in the Ozark 
Region. 
The daily :flow of the spriQg :from Sept. 9, 1916, to 
March Bl, 1920, was determined qy the Engineering Experiment 
Station, University of Missouri. Daily !ec~rds have also been 
obtained from October 1928 to.date. These records also include 
the very occassional run-o~f £rom the, ordinarily, dry bed of 
Spring Creek above the spring. Since October 1928 the record o£ 
the flow has been as follows: 
Date Second-feet Gallons per day 
Maximum June 1955 Not determined-
. 
Minimum Nov. 1954 55 55,500,000 
Average 147 95,000,000 
The average monthly and yearly flow in second-feet for 
hydraulic years ending Sept. 50 is given in the following table: 
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Hydraulic Data for Bennett Spring 
Year Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. /lpr. May June July Aug. Sept. Avg. 
1929 140 152 149 165 142 204 515 488 214 165 176 159 204 
1950 152 ·142 150 215 218 179 -147 127 119 109 100 120 146 
1951 97 91 100 89 129 149 141 . 184 127 115 155 160 128 
1952 101 122 155 195 158 151 129 121 182 142 105 94 152 
1955 82 82 162 158 131 161 255 410 178 126 115 125 164 
1954 145 99 ·89 90 81 120 126 92 88 80 94 122 102 
• 1955 87 78 111 99 108 548 159 240 704 262 142 124 205 
1956 151 106 87 88 85 85 85 105 85 95 78 92 ~3 




Big Spring is located in sec. 6, T. 26 N., R. 1 E., 4 
miles southeast of Van Buren, Carter County. It issues from the 
base of a rocky cliff and hill and rlows into Current River at a 
distance of 800 .feet. The water is clear and cold. On the low-
er side of the spring branch is a high, rugged, and wooded hill, 
and on the upper side a pretty valley. The large volQ~e of clear, 
sparkling water gushing out rrom the base of the rocky eli££ and 
the picturesque surroundings make this a very beautiful place. The 
spring is the -principal feature of the Big Spring State Park. It 
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can be reached readily by driving from Van Buren and is visited by 
many tourists. A suitable camping site and some other accommodations 
are provided. 
As ~~e spring issues at only a slight elevation above 
Current River it is not directly adapted to the develop~ent of water · 
power. However, on account ~f the large amount of water which it 
discharges into Current River its study is important in connection 
with prospective power d~velopments on the river. 
This is the largest spring in the State. So far as can 
be learned it is the second largest individual spring in the United 
States, and is exceeded only by Silver S?ring in _Florida. 
The major axis of the spring's drainage basin lies to the 
west and the northwest of the spring while some of the water probably 
comes from s~uth of the spring and still_other waters are thought 
to come from the east. 
Davis Creek, and its tributaries, f.ike Creek and Sycamore 
Creek, are dry stream beds most o£ the year, except after heavy 
rains. The valleys are as wide or in some cases wider than the 
valleys of the Current River or Jacks Fork River. Like them they 
are floored with alluvial depostis. After heavy rains these inter-
mittant streams may become raging torrents for a £ew hours and may 
do a great amount o£ damage, but the flood soon subsides and with-
in a f"ew days -.at tl;le most, the stream beds are . dry again. Such 
conditions point to a well developed system of underground drain-
age •. 
There are a number of sinks in the bed of Davis Creek just 
south of the town of Midco and it is definitely kno~ that water 
drajnjmg into these comes to the surface - agai~ .iq. Big Spring which 
is 10 miles away in a ·straight' line. When a plant at Midco was in 
operation, during the war, quantities of che~ical waste were- dis-
charged into the dry bed of Davis Creek at M.idco, and this soon 
t . t d th t .t:o B. S · l con aml.Ila e . e wa er o.~- J.g pr1ng • 
.. In the t,ml sec. 18 T. 27 N., R. 2 ··:·, th~e is a sink 
hole about 70 ·f'eet in diameter in the floor ·of the vall.ey. · During 
·wet seasons the water rises to within a few :feet of the rim,-
but in dr.f seasons the hole is about 20 feet deep and connects with 
1 Bridge, Josiah, Mo. G.S. Series 2 Vol. 24 page 36-40 
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an underground passage in which a stream flows to the southeast. 
This passage has not been explored, but the inhabitants of the 
vicinity claim that the light of a candle place on a small 
board and set afloat on the stream may be seen for a long 
distance. This stream is probably one of the feeders or Big Spring.1 
A sink for~ed suddenly, a few yards west of the rail-
road station at Low Y/assie, Mo., about the year 1927. Big Spring 
ran muddy 16 to 18 (est.) hours after the sink occurred. Showing 
direct evidence that the spring receives water from as far away 
as Low Wassie, · a straight line distance of 14! miles from the spring. 
A small stream emptied into the sink. The railroad d~~ped many 
carloads o£ rock into the sink to catch the surface wash so as to 
make the sink impervious in order to protect the railroad rigHro£-
way from further -solution sinks.2 
Recently when a well was being drilled on the farnt of 
C.P. Turley near Midco, after ·the drill had penetrated the rock 
for a certain ·distance it dropped through the roof on . an under-
grotmd cavern. One can hear running water in the cavern by 
listening at the well opening. Permission has been granted to put 
a dye into the well to determine the outlet for the water. 2 
There 1s a cave on State property several miles to the 
south of the spring, and a State employee told Davis that the 
1 Bridge, Josiah, previous citation 
2 Davis, Ben A., U.S.G.s. gage reader at Van Buren, Mo., personal 
state!Tlent. 
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roar of running water could be heard plainly. 2. 
Bridge~ points out that the area that drains under-
ground to Big Spring must be very large and doubtless contains 
most of the drainage basin of Pike, Sycamore, and Davis Creeks 
and the upper portion of Mill Creek as well as a large terri tory 
sou~~ and east of the Eminence region and says that it probably 
receives some of its water from some of the dry valleys on the 
north side of Current River. 
The spring is only about 6 feet above the mean level of 
the Current Ri-ver and it is thought highly possible that a porous 
stratum may carry the water under the river. 
The Missouri S~ring Factor is 1.05 and the drainage basin 
is about 440 ·square miles in area. 
This is a regular discharge station and records have 
been collected since April 1925. 
On Ivlarch 5; 1958, the gage height was 2.11 with a dis-
charge of 511 ·c.f.s. or 550,000,000 gallons per day. 
Frequent rains ~ad raised the water table to a height so 
that an outlet, about 5 feet above and 150 feet downstre~n from 
the main opening was flowing. 
l Bridge, Josiah, previous citation 
2 Davis, Ben A., U.S.G.S. gage reader at Van Buren, Mo., personal 
statement. 
The main spring opening h~d a standing wave about 2j feet 
high over the mouth o£ the conduit. The water was slightly tur~id. 
Records of the daily flow of the spring have been collect-
ed from January to· June 1922 and April 1925 to date. During these 
years the flow has been as follows: 
Date 
Maximum June 1928 




Gallons per Day 
840,000,000 
164,000,000 
The average monthly and yearly flow in second-feet for 
hydraulic years ending September 50 is given in the following table: 
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HYDRAULIC DATA FOR BIG SPRING 
Year Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Avg. 
1922 
- - -
558 414 469 460 490 415 
1925 
- - - - - -
495 499 415 416 564 547 
1924 542 550 555 558 549 551 551 571 401 581 546 329 554: 
1925 500 294 500 296 555 559 558 561 542 504 282 295 515 
1926 412 461 477 552 445 555 520 585 558 320 298 278 405 
1927 504 442 561 564 558 407 a a a 628 a 525 
1928 476 527 a 568 559 a a 546 a a 565 494 
1929 454 408 495 422 a 598 a a 585 400 489 413 
1950 598 459 521 . 724 661 565 - 424 426 577 551 555 558 462 
1951 544 522 540 509 426 487 . 486 425 545 528 552 545 575 
1952 527 525 559 518 427 425 566 517 297 288 288 276 549 
1955 271 294 565 565 405 457 678 694 502 594 555 555 441 
1954 550 527 525 517 505 549 517 500 276 292 272 512 515 
1955 269 275 290 555 506 655 511 507 707 582 451 555 457 
1956 551 564 550 505 298 279 279 261 255 249 252 272 289 
a 8pring affected by backwater from Current Rlver. Table !! 
Blu~ Spring 
Blue Spring is located in NEJ. sec. 21, T~ 29 N R 2 u: ... ., • n., 
12 miles east of Eminence, Shannon County. The water, which has a 
deep blue tint, flows with scarcely a ripple from a deep basin at 
the foot of a rocky cliff, then goes swiftly down the spring branch 
one-fourth mile, and empties into Current River. The spring with 
its rugged and wooded surroundi~gs is one of the most beautiful 
places in the state. It can be reached best by driving from 
Ellington, although the road for a part of the way is very hil~ 
and rough. 
"Blue Spring appears to derive most of its water from t8 
Logan Creek drainage basin, though the upper portion of Car Creek 
may also be a contributer. Logan Creek which is dry except for 
short stretches ~ost of the ye~ contains ~ number of sinks into 
which small streams are continually running, and a nrunber of 
others which carry the surface water away rapidly in time of high 
water. It has been observed that Blue Spring always rises after 
heavy rains on the upper portion of Logan Creek, but that it is not 
affected by rains on the upper portion of Current River. 
In addition to the evidence already presented, the follow-
ing .observations seem to confirm this belief: 
1. The general trend of the porphyry ridges is northwest-
southeast and the eastern boundary of the central por~yry mass is 
a few miles west of Blue Spring.--- As this rock is practically 
impervious not mu<$ ground water may be expected to migrate toward 
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Blue Spring from the west or south. 
2 •. · The general · dip of the stratified rocks is f'rom 
Logan Creek towards Blue Spring, and the latter lies almost in the 
trough of a sharply asymmetrical syncline, and therefore the water 
might easilY migrate down the dipping bedding planes; and be forced 
to the surface when it reached the bottom of the trough. 
5. The val)_ey of Logan Creek is abo"ut 200 feet higher 
than the spring. 111 
The above £acts aeem to show ve~ clearly that the waters 
from the Black ·River Basin are probably being pirated by the Current 
River Basin, which fact may be noted on map ___ al ____ • The lines of 
equal run-o£f, dip sharply towards the Black River Basin, although 
the rainfall map I shows that the rainfall on the two drainage 
basins is practically the same. In computing the chart ,ftt shorr-
ing the corrected lines. of equal run-of£ the drainage area for the 
upper portion of the Black River Basin was decreased by 60 square 
miles and the lines then more nearly followed the lines of equal 
rainfall, but still showed a rather decided dip indicating that 
the area subtracted might still be too small. From computations 
the effective drainage area of Blue Spring was found to be 142 
square miles, of' which a little more than half seems to be in the 
Black River Basin, the rest in the Current River Basin. 
1 Bridge, Josiah, 
rangles Vol. 24 
Geology of the Eminence and Cardareva Quad-
second series pages 40-41 
'15 
The major axis of the springs drainage basin lies to the 
north and northeast of the spring and the Missouri Spring Factor 
for the basin is .98 c.f.s. per square mile. 
The average comparative run-off of the spring is given 
1 
as 159 c.£.s. 
This would give an effective drainage area of 142 square 
miles. 
The drainage area indicated on the large drainage map 
of Missouri was run twice with a planimeter and the area averages 
148 sq. miles. The area in the Black River Basin averages 100 
square miles. 
Measurements of the flow have been made as follows: 2 
Date Second-feet Gallons per day 
Aug. 1, 1925 155 86,000,000 
Oct. 11, 1925 84 54,500,000 
June 25, 1929 214 138,000,000 
Oct. 10, 1952 62 40,100,000 
Aug. 6, 1956 68 44,000,000 
1 Bolon, H. C.,-previous citation 
2 · Records o:f the U. S. Geological Survey, Rolla, Missouri 
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Blue Spring 
Blue Spring is located in sec. 16, T. 22 N., R. 2 w. -, 
IB mil.es southeast o:f A1ton, Oregon County. _It ·issues f'rom the 
base of a rocky clif'f' about 150 feet high, called "The Narrows," 
which separate·s Fredericks Fork from Eleven Point River, and f'lows 
into the latter stream at a distance o.f 1000 .feet. It is a 
picturesque place. 
Measurements of' the flow have been made as .follows: 
Date Second-f'eet Gallons per day 
Aug. 12, 1925 67 45,500,000 
Oct. 25, 1952 64 41,400,000 
Sept. 14, 1955 70 45,200,000 
--
Aug. 17, 1354 59 58,100,000 
July 1~, 1955 100 64,600,000 
Aug. 15, 1336 54 54,400,000 
The Missouri Spring Fa~tor f'or the spring is 1.20 and 
the ef'f'ective drainage area is about 120 square miles. 
Blue Spring 
Blue Spring (also called Davidson Spring) is located in 
sec. 4, T. 27 N., R. 6 E., 2 miles southwest of' Kime post of'f'ice, 
Wayne County, and 6 miles south o:f Greenville. It issues from the 
base of a rock ledge and flows about three hundred feet into St. 
Francis River. The spring and the abundance of pine trees 
surrounding it makes it a popular place. Tourist cabins are located 
nearby. 
The Missouri Spring Factor for the spring's drainage 
area is 1.18. 
The drainage area is about 100 square miles in area. 
Measurements of the flow have been made a s follows: 
Date Second-feet Gallons -per day 
Oct. 50, 1952 48.6 51,400,000 
Aug. 15, 1954 46.0 29,700,000 
Aug. 10, 1956 42.5 27,400,000 
Boiling Spring 
Boiling Spring is located in sec. 55, T. 57 N., R. 10 
W., 4 miles northeaBt of Hooker, Pulaski County. It bubbles up 
in the bed o£ Gasconade River just below the mouth o£ Piney Creek. 
When the river is high the spring is submerged. 
The spring was visited in 1955. 
The spring is utilized for drinking purposes by the 
familys living on top o£ the almost vertical bluff over-looking 
the spring --- by the use o£ a bucket on a long wire stretched 
down to the spring. 
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At the time o£ the visit the Gasconade·was at a rather 
low stage and the spring was about.hal£ in, the river bed and half 
out o£ the river, and appeared to bubble up in a circular QaSin. 
The major axis of the drainage basin appears to lie to 
the south east of the spring. 
There are at least. 26 large sinks, 11 caves large enough 
to be named and practically no surface drainage indicated as Shown 
from an inspection o£ the Phelps County tourist map drawn to a 
scale of l--inch equals 2 miles. The above statements attest the 
fact that the. underground drainage is very highly developed. 
A"question that has been asked, in connection with a 
proposed dam installation on~he Gasconade River, is whether the 
spring would continue to discharge i£ submerged under a head of 
water to a depth say of 50 feet and also·whether the head would be 
sufficient to force water back up thro~gh the solution channels 
o£ the present spring to a height sufficient to cause the waters 
to flow off into another river basin (similar to a tunnel by· 
pass). 
It is believed that the spring would be able to build 
up enough head to overcome the external head and would continue to 
discharge at approximately the same dis~harge that it has at the 
present time. Very likely the spring would change its outlet to 
one o£ the abandoned outlets at a higher level. The spring in 
ages past discharged at a higher level, but as the bed o£ the 
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Gasconade was eroded the spring sought outlets at lower levels until 
today it has an outlet at the V'!ater level of the river. As the 
river bed is eroded still farther then :the spring will come from 
a cave in the bluff, as the river level will have dropped away. 
If a power dam is put i~ the stored ~aters will react 
upon the spring just as the great storage o.r Wldergrormd waters do. 
The abandoned solutio~ channels and caves will give 
added underground storage capacity to the reservoir. 
The author believes that there is no likelihood of the 
~ater being forced back into the spring's channels far enough to 
cE-use the spring to reverse and act as a conduit for the water 
to .flo~ out of the Gasconade basin. 
As the surveys end bor:Lngs have been P-!Hde on the proposed 
power site it would cost a relatively sm&ll sum to check this 
theory, by building a sand bac; dam around the spring to the height 
l 
the.t the watEr v;ould be raised by the proposed dam. 
Many large springs have been sounded to a depth in thei r 
own pool greater than the proposed submergence planned for this 
spring. 
The above theory is in line_with the orifice theory for 
if the lower orifice were plugged then the reservoir \7ould store 
v:a ter until the next higher ori.fice had been reached and would 
then disch~ge· through this higher orifice. 
This spring, and other springs like it, are of an 
unusual character in that they boil up.in ~he river bed, a person 
unfamiliar with the method used might wonder how the quantity 
flowing from the spring can be measured. It is possible to 
measure in several ways the water flowing in a spring .branch. 
The most practical one, and the one used qy the U. s. Geological 
Survey, is to measure the quantity of water in the river above 
the spring, and measure the quantity of water in the river below 
the spring. Then the difference in the two measurements will give 
the quantity o~ water added by the spri~g. 
The·£low on Sept. 21, 1925 and Oct. 21, 1952 was 65 cubic 
feet per.:second or 42,000,000 gallons per day. 
Coppedge Spring 
Coppedge Spring (also called Relfe Spring and Freeman 
Spring) is located in sec. 56', T. 55 N., R. 10 W., at Relfe, Phelps 
County. The spring issues from the side of road and flows into 
Spring Creek a short dis~ance away.. 
This spring was visited early in 1958 and at the time 
it was noted that the spring branCh_ f:r~m this spring was furnish-
ing all of the flow of Spring Creek. Above the spring, the broad 
valley of Spring Creek was entirely dry. The floor of the stream 
bed is composed of rather large_ size gravel. An inspection of 
various maps shows several sinks, large enough to be shown on the 
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maps, in the f'loor of' the valley of Spring Creek. 
The major axis of the spring's drainage basin lies to 
the south and east of the spring. The Missouri Spring Factor for• 
the pasin is .94 c.f'.s. per· square miie and the comparative dis-
charge is giveri as 40 c.£.s. 
The calculated effective drainage area is 45 ± square- miles. 
Measurements of the flow have been made as .follows: 
Date Second-feet Gallons per day. 
Nov. 24, 1925 25 15,000,000 
May 26, 1925 29 l.8, (X)(), 000 
Sept. 12, 1925 20 15,000,000 
Oct. 20, 1952 16.6 10,700,000 
Aug. 2, 1954 15.4 9,950,000 
Double Spring 
Double Spring is located ~ NEl NEt sec. 52, T. 24 N., 
R. ll w., 4 miles northeast of Dormis, Ozark County. It issues 
from the base of a bluff • . The water :flow divides 50 feet from 
the outlet, one branch flowing north 700 feet into North Fork 
of White River and the other south 1,500 feet into the same 
stream. It is rather inaccessible on account of rough roads, but 
is visited by quite a number of people. Measurements of the 
flow have been made ~s follows: 
Date Second-.feet G8.llons per day 
Aug. B, 1919 156 .!!: 88,000, 000 
Sept. 6, 1924 163 105,000,000 
Sept. 7~ 1925 82 55,000,000 
Aug. 18, 1954 142 91,800,000 
Aug. 17, 1956 58.6 57,900,000 
The major axis o.f the spring's drainage area is thought 
to lie to the north o.f the spring and the Missouri Spring Factor 
is 1.04. The effective drainage area ,is about 250 square miles. 
Greer Spring 
Greer Spring is located in Sec. 56, T. -25 -N., R. 4 W., 
1 mile north of the village of Greer, Oregon County~ It has two 
outlets 500 feet apart and at a difference of elevation o.f about 
7 .feet, both o.f which are located in a deep, narrow gorge·. At 
the upper outlet the water .flows horizontally from a cave in the 
rocks. At the lower outlet it boil~ up in a circular basin. The 
water is clear and cold, the temperature averaging about 58° 
throughout the year. The water :rushee through a branch one and 
one quarter miles long . throughout which it .falls 46 .ft. and then 
. ·empties into Eleven Point River. The large volume of clear water 
a Measured b.Y Engineering Experiment Station, University of 
Missouri 
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rushing through the narrow, rocky, valley with its heavily wooded 
slope~ makes · this a place of extraordina.ry beauty and grandeur. 
It is one of the scenic gems of the State. The place is privately 
o~~ed, but visitors are permitted. It can be reached readily by 
driving from Alton, Mo. 
The large and uniform flow of the spring combined with 
the rather large fall in the spring braucb and short length of dam 
necessary to span the channel, make this a good location for a 
moderate sized water power development. The spring being consider-
ably higher than the normal high water elevations of the Eleven 
Point River, it is not affected by bak water, or damming of the 
spring due to water being backed up the spring branch and acting 
as a water dam, and is therefore used as the key spring in deter-
mining the discharge of large springs that are submerged or affected 
by backwater from the rivers into which they empty. 
The close relction betv:1een four of' the large springs to 
each other, and also to the Current River is shown in the 1957 
hydro graphs plotted on three cycle logarithmic paper. Chart ~ 
was used in the determination of the discharges of the springs 
during periods when they were affected by backwater £rom the rivers 
into which they ~mpty. The chart is a print from the unpublished 
records of the U. s. Geological Survey. 
The fluctuations of Greer Spring are closely related to 
the precipitation at Birch Tree, Mo., 18 miles distant, as record-
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ed by the U. s. weather bureau. 
The effective drainage area of the spring is about 540 
sq. miles and the major axis lies to the north and northwest of the 
spring. The basin is thought, by the author, to cover most of the 
northern portion of the drainage area assigned to the Eleven Point 
River'. 
The evidence for the above assumption is listed below: 
1. The topography along U. s. Highway 60 between Willow 
Springs, Mountain View, Montier, Birch Tree, and Winona, Missouri, 
is that of b~oad, shallow valleys with practically no surface drain-
age, even during periods of moderately heavy rainfall. 
2. Numerous large, and medium sized sinks attest the high-
, 
ly developed underground drainage of the region. Some of these sinks 
may be seen from U. S. Highway 60 between Willow Springs and Birch 
Tree. Small streams empty into some of these sinks in times of wet · 
weather. 
5. At least two sinks have formed suddenly within the 
last twenty years, showing that the underground solution is $till 
quite vigorous in this neighborhood. 
a. A large sink was formed ~ the sudden collapse 
of the roof of a subterranean passage. !he sink 
formed some time between 1929 and 1952. The 
location is given as being in the "Chapel Hill 
Neighborhood" located approximately 5 miles south 
of Mountain View, Mo. tocal inhabitnts reported 
that whole trees, . ~opp~d into the sink.1 
b. A somewhat smaller sink than th~-~ne described 
in a. :fornied suddenly 15 or 20 years ago on the · 
"Whitt Holden farm" approximately 4i miles south 
and 1 mile west of the town of Montier, Mo. This 
· sink was estimated as being, roughly, 50 feet in 
diameter.l 
. 1 llr. Dav~s states tha,t prob8.l?ly aa.ny other sinks have 
occurred that have been. unrjported because . the local inhabitants 
.apparently· 4o no know to whom to report the .occurrence, or e1se are 
under .the belief that the occurrence of a sink is of' no interest to 
outsiders. Information of this nature sentto the U. s. C~ological 
Survey or ~e Mo. Geological Survey, located in Rolla, Mo.., might 
help to establish more closely the boundaries of' the drainage areas 
or the·large springs. 
Records or the daily flow have been collected from 
1 Davis, Ben A_., Water gage observer for the U.s. Geological ~ey, · 
l.bring· ·at the Rose Cliff Hotel in Van Buren, Mo. He is greatly int-
erested in the hydrology of ~he _ l~ge springs and rivers in the 
southern ~t of the Ozark Region. He is also a student of legends 
of the Osage. Indians that. hunted in this region prior to, and 
during, ·the settl,ement by the pioneers. 
December, 1921, to date. During this period the flow has been 
as follows: 
Date Second-feet Gallons per day 
Max:l.mum 1927 905 584,000,000 
Minimum Aug., Sept., 1956 116 75,000,000 
Average 1921-1956 547 224,000,000 
The average monthly and yearly flow in second-
feet for hydrpulic years ending Sept. 30 is given in the following 
table: 
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Hydraulic Data for Greer Springs 81 . 
Year Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Avg •. 
19.22 
- -
555 284 274 454 681 554 410 590 514 286 
1925 273 270 256 552 521 500 444 466 507 556 555 500 580 
1924 264 259 291 250 244 224 226 516 441 587 528 255 289 
1925 210 205 206 221 260 262 264 506 254 175 160 216 226 
1926 414 522 594 508 555 575 572 510 278 248 215 227 555 
1927 246 577 524 427 455 455. 724 ·776 861 572 563 458 516 
1928 442 551 750 648 496 454 707 525 652 559 542 505 566 
1929 452 411 598 579 424 452 615 771 675 451 410 541 478 
1950 551 580 544 522 492 519 402 476 599 281 269 255 587 
1951 285 251 257 224 567 481 450 456 550 299 502 258 527 
1952 240 229 246 587 552 518 274 225 199 190 174 157 249 
1955 146 154 190 422 525 529 594 677 556 579 516 271 565 
1954 251 210 212 217 196 254" 501 220 181 149 145 201 208 
1955 142 152 156 252 219 425 587 ~87 588 506 409 507 525 
1956 257 259 261 202 187 169 180 145 140 127 122 154 182 
Avg. 279 295 507 558 541 575 441 458 451 555 507 278 547 
Table !! 
Hahatonka Spring 
Hahatonka Spring is located in sec. 2, T. 57 N., R. 17 w., 
at Hahatonka, Camdem County. It emerges from the base of a rocky 
bluff, .flows through a narrow, precipitous canyon about 1,000 feet 
long, and enters directly into the Lake of the Ozarks. 
The clear, sparkling water· in the spring branch and lake, 
the surrounding rugged country, and the deep wooded valley make this 
one of the most picturesque and imposing landscapes in the State. 
The place is widely known for its scenic beauty and is visited by 
many · tourists. The owner of the property maintains cottages, a 
dining hall, camp grounds, boats, and other conveniences, which are 
rented to visitors. The place can be reached. readily by driving from 
Lebanon. The spring is flooded when the Niangua River is high. 
The major axis of the spring 1 s drainage basin is thought 
to be south of the spring and probably collects water from as far 
away as Lebanon, Mo. 
The Missouri Spring Factor is .90 and the effective drain-
age area is about 90 square miles. 
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Records of the daily flow have been collected from November 
1922 to June 1925 and from October 1925 to Sept. 1926. The average 
monthly flow in second-feet during the periods for ~ydraulic years ending 
Sept. 50 is given in the following table: 
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Hydraulic data for Hahatonka Spring 
Year Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. .Feb. Mar. Apr. May June JUly Aug. Sept. Ars 
1925 
-
60.9 57.2 50.5 46.9 59.1 54.6 49.5 75.7 
1924 52.8 64.0 a 61.0 77.9 ·64.8 a a a a a 88.7 
-
1925 64.5 65.8 a a 87.8 a a 85.8 70.4 65.7 64.0 a 
1926 90.8 94.6 76.2 65.7 64.5 80.2 95.5 68.0 62.0 56.0 65.5 84.8 75.1 
a Spring affected by backwater from Niangua River 
Hodgson Mill Spring 
Hodgson Mill Spring is located in sec.54, T. 24 N., R. 12 
W., near Sycamore, Ozark County. It issues from a rock ledge over 
which stands a grist mill that utilizes the direct fall of 9 feet. 
It flows into Bryant Creek at a distance of 600 feet. 
The Missouri Spring Factor for the the spring's drainage basin 
is 1.05. 
The major axis of the spring's drainage basin is thought to 
be north and northwest of the · spring and its area is about 80 square 
miles. Measurements of the flow of the spring have been made as 
follows: 
Date 
Aug. 29, 1926 
Oct. 17, 1952 
Aug. 18, 1954 












Mammoth Spring is located near line between sees. 5 and 8, 
T. 21 ·N., R. 5 w., at the town of Mammoth Spring, Fulton County~ 
Arkansas, just south of the Missouri State line. By means of a dam 
in the spring branch, hydro-electric power is developed to serve 
seve~al tovins in that vicinity. A Government fish hatchery is 
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located at the spring. On December 11, 1924, the flow was 240 
second-feet or 155,000,000 gallons per day, and on June 11, 1926, 
it was 510 second-feet, or 200,000,000 gallons per day. 
As there is considerable local difference of opinion 
in regard to the flow of this spring as compared with that of Big 
Spring near Van ·Buren, Mo., and Greer Spring at Greer, Mo., the 
following table is given to show the comparative flow of the three 
springs in terms of gallons per day on the date~ on which the 
mea2urements described above were made: 
Date Big Spring 
Dec. 11, 1924 185,000,000 






180 ,ooo ,000 
Many geologists have made mention of the fact that 
the ·course of the subterranean stream feeding Mammoth Spring may 
be traced from a large sink hole-knovm as "Grand Gulf" eight miles 
northwest of ·the ·sprihg. Grand Gulf is approximately three quarters 
of a mile long and was the result of the underground stream under-
mining the roof, causing it to fall into the channel. 
McQueen1 made field studies in the vicinity to deter-
mine the location for drilling a well for the water supply of West 
Plains, Mo. The well was later drilled upon his recommended 
location and an ample supply was obtained. With his permission I 
1 McQueen, H. S., unpublished letter 
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am quoting troin his . unpublished letter, his theories as to the 
underground drainage above Mammoth Spring. nFrom recent field 
work I came to the conclusion that there· was a fracture or fault 
zone trending in a general northwest-southeast direction, which 
passes through ~e Morrison and Carson mines and thence through 
the east part of West Plains. The dolomites and _magnesian liae-
stone al.ong this fracture zone have been dissolved, the work of 
the solution being expressed ~ the maqy sink holes which are 
located in the area ~£ the zone, as well as the occurrence or 
ztnc ·and iron .ores in cavern-lil<e structures. 
nThe field investigation indicated that the plane 
of this f~ult ·zone might reasonably be projected towards Mammoth 
Spring, Ark., and at this lo~ality (M~umoth Spring) there is some 
evidence o£ an east-west fault, also the suggesti·on that the spring 
issues from this structural feat~e, or possibly from the place 
of intersection of the two faults. 
"One of the most characteristic features of the West 
Plains area is that of broad, but ve~ flat valleys in which there 
is no surface drainage except possibly that during periods of 
torrential rains. A ~ of the valleys and the knowledge or the 
fault plane, also the knowledge that so1ution .has been an impor~t 
factor in_ the geologic history of t-lle region leads to the conclusion 
that the surface drainage is diverted into undergroUnd. channels 
which, if controlled ~ the direction of the major fault sones, 
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as it· seems to be, would eventual.ly issue forth as springs, and 
I · believe in ·this case as one large one, Mammoth Spring. If 
this is .true, and it seems perfectly plausible, Mammoth Spring will 
control the regional ground water level; a few small springs ~d 
seeps from openings above that level being exeepted. 
"'lirunmQ.th S,ptiJJg)_ on chart~ plotted showing the static 
water elevations of wells from Willow Springs ·to Mammoth Spring, 
and hence the general surface profile, the depth arid position of 
the Roubidoux and Gunter sandstones Which will indicate tharegional 
dip and the static water level in the wells and Mammoth S~ing 
does exert a regional influence on the water table •. 
n_ (Nqt~) _ 
- however the groundwater profile should 
be tha·t of a flat arc, and would be higher at West Plains than at 
Mammoth.n 
The drainage area· or Mammoth S~ing is located nor~-
- . ' 
east of the spring, and the Missouri Spring Factor for the drainage 
bas~n is .1.10. The effective drainage .area for the spring is about 
580 square miles. 
1 Plate 7 
Meramec Spring 
Meramec Spring is located in sec. 1, T. 57 N., 6 w., 6 
miles southeast of St. James, Phelps County. Tne water issues £rom 
a circular basin at the base .of a .ro~ cliff, spreads and falls 
over the remains of an old rock dam, and flows swiftly down the 
spring branch 1 mile into Meramec River. The clear water bubbling 
from the basin and gushing over the .falls and down the spring branch, 
combined with the pretty wooded valley and surrounding hills, make 
this a very beautiful place. The spring can be reached readily 
by driving from St. James. Although the place is private property, 
visitors are welcomed and some conveni•nces are provided for their 
use. Many people visit the spring each year. 
Water power was .formerly developed on the spring to 
serve a nearby iron mine and blast .furnace. The remains o.f the large 
blast furnace and forge chimneys add to tbe romance of the location. 
It is thought that the spr~ng obtains most o.f its water 
from the bed of Dry Fork Creek and Norman Creek. 
The very name nnry Forkn suggests very little .flow, 
yet the drainage area of Dry Fork i~ 425 square miles, or larger than 
the drainage area of the lleraaec River above the junction o.f the 
two streams. On the .numerous occasions that I have crossed Dry 
Fork, just above the junction, I would estimate the average flow 
was between 2 and 10 cubic feet per second. Norman Creek is a 
94: 
dry valley except after very ~eavy ralns. 
There are ma~ cavern-like depo~s of minerals directly 
south of the mine and these deposits tend to mark former solution 
channels, and show the trend of the drainage area of the spring. 
The spring flows muddy after heavy rains, showing direct 
connection with surface drainage. 
· The Missouri Spring Factor is • 88 and the effective drain-
age area is about· 160 square miles. 
Records of the daily flow have been collected from Dec. 
1921 to~ct 1929, during this period the flow has been as follows: 
Date Seco~feet Gallons per day 
Maximum 1927, 1928 650 420,000,000 
r-!inimum 
Average 




The average monthly and yearly· f~ow iD s~ond-feet 'for 




Bydraulie Data for ·Meraaec Spring 




167 119 127 225 S09 164 116 115 lOS 98 
1925 93 as 100 112. 188 205 145 1-48 168 112 98 89 124 
1924 80 78 145 95 155 128 145. 154 255 225 169 1S2 . · 14S 
1926 103 91 144 114 153 105 144 157 108 105 100 104 ll5 
192f 113 159 117 84 145 165 178 120 91 82 80 80 116 
I 
.. 
1927 152 174 155 191 180 215 441 296 514 157 145 "125 208 
1928 174 275. roo 152 158 188 299 188 259 153 . 149 118. 199 
.. 
1929 107 105 -109 125 125 170 196 ~5 204 . 150 131 102 146 
1930 106 
Avg. 100 155 152 124 142 175 252 179 184 157 122 106 149 
Table ll 
Montauk Spring 
Montauk $pring is located in SEt sec. 22, T. 52 N., 
R. 7 W., a hal£-mile north of Montauk, Dent County. The spring 
.has two main branches. The south branc}l has two mouths 500 f'e'et 
apart in a gravel bar. The north branch has three mouths, one 
comes out of the rocks at the base of' a hill and the other two 
out o£ the gravel at the foot of the hill. The two branches 
join near Montauk and the combined flow is used to operate a 
- - 1 
grist mill. The spring forms the beginning of Crooked Creek. 
The spring was visited on Feb. 27, 1958. 
- Th~ _ author was able to locate only two of the five out-
iet·s mentioned above due to unfamiliarity with the spring. 
The State has made a fish hatc~e~ out of the spring 
and has thrown up dikes around the spring, raising the level 
of the pond about 8 feet or more. Possibly the other mouths ~ere·· 
located in gravel bars in the bottom of the lake formed for the fish 
hatchery---or they may be across Pigeon Creek • 
Two vigorous Spring branches were noted across Pigeon 
Creek north of the two outlets that · were located, and it is thought 
that these branches might be the spring branches carrying the water 
from the spring outlets that were not located. Lack of time pre-
vented verification-of this -fact. 
1 Beckman, H. C., Vol 20 
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The old grist mill has been repaired and remodeled 
by the c.c.c. 
From themain lake the water £lows over a small spillway 
constructed qy the c~c.c. camp located in the State park. The crest 
of this s~illway was estimated at about 15 feet (measured ~ stepping 
of£ the distance ~n the bridge just above the crest of the dam) the 
depth of the water over the crest was approximately .5 of a foot and 
the velocity was estimated at between 5 and 5 feet per second. 
There are a number of 6° pipe installations supplying 
.water to the various basins of the fish hatchery that discharges 
the water from the central lake to smaller lakes and. these lakes 
in turn apparently discharge directly into Crooked Creek. 
A marked lack of surface drainage in the plateau, 
above the spring, was noted. Great broad valleys would be almost 
entirely lacking in surface drainage of any kind, · and most of the 
streams, that were seen, had . only pools of water and then dry stretches. 
There had been much precipitation over this area during.the two weeks 
prededing the inspection, ~nd one would expect to £ind maqy flowing 
streams-yet this was not the case. 
The major axis of the spring's probable drainage area 
lies to the north of the spring and the spring probably obtains 
much of its water from the basin of Pigeon Creek (also called Crooked 
Creek), and also from ~he large dry valleys to the north of the 
spring. 
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A rough check on .the. drainage area or Pigeon Creek 
shows approximately 50 square miles (traced on county highway maps 
or. Dent and Texas Counties) much or the drainage area lies in the 
drainage area assigned to the Meramec River Basin. 
Pigeon Creek was flowing at the time of the inspection. 
Measurements of ~he}?~~niave been made as follows: 
Date Second-feet Gallons per day 
Oct. 2, 1925 65 40,700,000 
Oct. 15, 1952 46 29 '700 '()()() 
Aug. 15, 1954 58 24,500,000 
Aug. 21, 1956 48.9 51,600,000 
Round Spring 
Round Spring is located in sec. 20, T. 50 N., R. 4 w., 
along State. Highway No. 191 10 mi1es north of lbinence, Shannon 
County. The spring rises in a circular basin about 80 feet in 
diameter surrounded by a rock wall 50' feet high. Then it flows 
through a cave for 80 feet, emerges at .Ube foot of a ama11 hill, 
and empties into Current River at a distance of 700 feet. It is 
the principal feature of the Round Spring State Park. 
Spring Valley Creek is a dry creek .bed most of the year, 
.· 
and has very little surface drainage except after very heavy rains 
on its water shed. 
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&-idge1 states that it is moat- signigieant that a large 
spring is·. located at the mouth or this dry valley. 
During February- 1958 ·_many- of th~ rivers reached flood 
stage including the Current _River (s~e of 16.~~ feet)-• The author 
passed over the bridge across Spring Valley _Greek several times 
during the last ·part of Febru.ary and in m_any places (at- the shoals) 
the stream was less than 5 feet wide and had an estimated discharge 
o£ less than 10 c.r.s. 
Sinking Creek having a slightly larger drainage area was 
flowing many times the quantity of wa:her- found in .Sp:ring Creek. 
The spring's drainage lies in an area Where the Missouri 
Spring F~ctor is 1.00 and the drainage area for the spring is about 
40 square miles. 
The spring is the smallest one on which daily records are 
kept, and since its di-ainage area 'is relatively small, the discharge 
--.- .. 
is more readily affected by, changes in atmospheric conditions. This 
spring would make an inte~~sting study it an automatic water stage 
\ 
recorder and an automatic reco~ding barometer were placed at the 
mouth of the spring, for it is belie~ed that a sudden drop in 
. barome~ic pres~e at the mouth of the spring increases the dis- -
-
charge of ~e spring and this would account for the sensitiveness· 
to ~ange of :the spring. A short study was made along this line--
1 Bridge, -Josiah, Geol. of Eminence & Cardareva Quads. 
Mo. G. S. Sec. Series Vol. 24 page 56 
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~loi 
using the iso-barip lines on the _daily weather map as the barometric 
pressure at the spring, and the daily gage height of-the spring. 
The greatest differential in pressure was about .4 of an inch of 
mercury corresponding to about .4 of a foot of water. 'The figures 
used were approximations and yet in maqr cases the spring showed 
an increased di.scharge when the barometer ~hewed a decrease in 
pressure. If there were no direct opening between the surface and 
subsurface drainage the decrease in pressure would have the effect 
of creating a partial vacuum at the spring mouth and this would 
increase the flow of the spring until the underground pressure be-
came equalized with the surface pressure. 
. Records of the flow of the spring have been collected 
from October 1928 to date. During this period the max~num and 
minimum flow recorded are as follows: 
Date Second-feet 
Maximum May 1953 520 
Min:bnum August 1954 12 




The average monthly and yearly flow in second-feet for 
hydraulic years ending Sept. 50 is given in the following table: 
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lf1draulic data for RoUDd Spring 
tear Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. ~ June July Aug. ~pt. ~vg. 
1929 
-
28.4 !55.6 ~.8 49.1 57.1 as.a 1S7 72.7 42.0 48.6 27.6 
19&> 28.9 32.1 31.1 75.5 71.9 56.9 28.9 28.8 24.5 20.9 18.0 20.0 S6.1 
1951 31.9 20.9 25 .• 2 19.3 58.4 67.2 28.5 59.7 27.1 20.0 27.5 19.'1 !52.0 
1952 16.7 19.7 19.9 58.4 24.1 25.9 19.S 16.6 16.5 16.8 15.4 14.7 22.0 
.-
1955 21.1 25.0 55.4 64.4 24.4 28.9 95.7 166 57.6 23.0 22.2 19.'1 48.7 
19M 19 •• 19.2 1?.·6 17.1 15;.9 2]..5 28.0 17.5 16.8 15.5 12.9 2S.1 18.7 
19!55 17.5 19.7 26.6 55.2 19.9 149 55.6 51.5 166 85.5 55.1 24.5 57.0 
1936 22.5 41.1 5]..5 22.7 ; 21.1 24.2 23.4 16.6 18.0 15.5 14.0 21.0 22.6 
. 
Avg. 22.5 25.5 ·so.s 45.0 53.1 55.8 45.1 59.2 47.4 29.6 24.2- 20.2 58_.2 
Table 12 
Welch Spring 
Welch Spring is located in sec. 14~ T. 51 N~, R. 6 w., 
5 miles southeast or Cedar Grove, Shannon County. The water flows 
out of a cave at the base of a rocky cliff. The water: is divided 
by a small concrete dam near the outlet and one branch empties 
into the Current River after flowing about 100 feet. The other · 
branch flows about 400 feet before entering the same river. The 
place is very picturesque but i~rather difficult to reach by 
automobile • . 
The Missouri Spring factor is .95 c.f.s. per square mile. 
The drainage basin is fan shaped and from a study of 
l::!Jld topographic 
drainage, topograph/ road maps, and other data I believe that the 
springs drainage area extends as far north as Salem, Mo. I believe 
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that this spring is one of the main ·springs that gather water in the 
area assigned to the Meramec ~iver Basin, and transports it under-






The effective draina_ge area- is about 190 square miles. 
Measurements of the flow have been made as follows: 
Second-fe~t Gallons per day 
1925 115 74,500,000 
1924 551 214,000,000 
1952 77 49,800,000 
1956 78 50,400,000 
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